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This is Fire Prevention week.
Most people, reading that fact
wit shrug their shoulders and say
"So what?"
Don't be one of those. Clean
up the trash around your a-louse,
get your bad wiring replaced,
take the pennies from behind your
bad fuses, get the matches out of
reach of the children. Look
around the place and remove the
fire hazards. It's the cheapest insurance you can buy for a comfortable home through the coming winter. Some people, in and
around Fulton, who aren't quite
so insurance-minded, won't be
quite so lucky this winter.
The records reveal many pathetic fires, from many ridiculous
causes, each season.

— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken
-Tenn Territor
Volume Nineteen.
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Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Oct. 13, 1950

Reed Brothers Donate Money To
Encourage Essay Writing on Soil

Beadles is Beaver
When Golfing Calls
But Not Monday

,47

OUR PRINTERS ARE
CRAFTSMEN; LET US
PRINT
YOUR
NEXT
ORDER. OVER
200
TYPE FACES; PROMPT
ERVICE. PHONE 470.

'umber Forty-One

OUT THE VOTE
'former Cabinet Member To GET
KY JAYCEES PLAN
Speak For Demos Saturday
1.

Sixty seven dollars and fifty 'nal-Louisville
All affiliated chapters of the
Florence Beadles is one of FulTimes-Radio Stat•ents in prices for the boys and ion as prize
Kentucky Junior Chamber of
for the best essay in ton's most avid golfers. The sight
girls of the four Junior and Senior each organized
Commerce have received a letter
soil conservation of a shining sun throws Florence
high school pupils of Fulton district in the
today from their state president,
state Reed Bros. into a golfing tailspin and she's
United States Senator Clinton be carried on
WHAS
and
County for the best essays on have contributed
other
Donald E. Buchanan, which open$42.50 for sec- got the golf-bag in hand ..before
Anderson, of New Mexico, state radio stations
on Saturday. ed the statewide "Get
the subject, "The Place of Water ond, third, and forth
Out The
prizes on a before you can put the arcelver leading farm legislation exponent
Control in•My District Soil Con- County wide basis
V te Campaign" for all Junior
and $5.00 for up . But this Monday marning in the nation, will deliever two
Jennings Kearby, president of Chambers. In
servation Program."
his letter, Buchanan
the best essay in each school, things were different. We called addresses in Kentucky this month the
. Young Democrats club of said, "In this
Reed Bros. of Fulton, Ky. Feed However, those winning
election year, with
in one of her up for a game and she almost in behalf of Governor Earle C. Fulton County is urging all
memand Seed Merchants, are again the county
communist
cauldrons bubbling all
wide prizes will re_ cried when she said that house- Clements in his race for the Unit- bers of the organization
to
attend
sponsoring locally the soil conser- linguish their right
over
the
world,
it is indeed importo the school hold duties would take prece- ed States Senate, according to an the meeting in Mayfield
to hear tant that honest, loyal and sincere
vation essay contest which is prize to the next
best essay within dence in the mornieg, but what announcement by Donald Mob - Mr. Anderson.
sponsored on the state wide basis that school.
citizens impress upon every eligiabout the afternoon. We insisted re:., chairman of the speakers'
ble voter the necessity for expFire Prevention week is ob- by The Courier Journal, Louisuntil we heard the ever-patient, bureau.
The
board
of
Supervisors
of
the
The meeting in Mayfield will ressing his wishes in
the manner
served this time every October, ville Times Radio Stations WHAS. Fulton County Soil Conservation ever
cheerful Florence get a
The
New
Mexico
Senator
will
be
of
special interest to farmers granted to only free
Any boy or girl attending any
peoples. We
in case you didn't know it, benote of irritation in her voice. All speak at Mayfield on Saturday in this
District
in
the
state
have
set
up
section since Mr. Anderson are closely approaching
cause this is the anniversary week one of the four Junior and Senior the following rules in addition to seemed hopeless until she called afternoon, October 14,
the time
at 2:30 was Secretary of Agriculture when America
will be practically
of the great fire in Chicago of High schools is eligible to enter those in The Courier Journal and said, "Jo, you talked me into o'clock, (CST). and in Danville
when
Mr.
Clements
was Cong- the only nation in the
1871. which destroyed 80 per cent the contest.
it, Ill play.
world
that same night at 7:30 (CST). ressman from the Second District, Where
In addition to the $25.00 saving Louisville Times Radio Station
citizens can enjoy the luxof the city.
Announcement
Senator
of
the
Anderson,
former
Contest.
SecreThe
Senatorial
candidate
work- ury of a free ballot. Let us not
We hated to be so contrary, as
bond given by the Courier JounenI. There must be as many as Florence thought, but it was tary of Agriculture until 1948 ed closely with Mr. Anderson in danger this
freedom by failing to
How easily can an accidental
!threeschool
essays from a school before necessary to
her away so she when he resigned to become a passing farm legislation which exercise that right."
fire start? Figure it out for yourthat
will be eligible for the could be surprised on her birth. candidate for the senate, is respo- I has been of inestimable value to
Buchanan urges all other civic
self: In walks a cat in your storschool prize. This rule does not day, when sixteen of her friends sible for much of the Democratic farmers over the Nation.
and church groups in the state to
age room, knocks over a pint botA large group of Fultonians are join in this drive
bar anyone from the county wide 'gathered at Ann Holland's for a farm legislation now in effect..
to get more vottle of gasoline, the vapor saturSenator Anderson's address will expected to attend the speaking. ers to the
or state competition,
lovely luncheon
and
bridge.
polls on November 7,
ates the air with explosive mix2. All essays are to be submitt- Florence never had an inkling of
1950 in order to help America
Charles H. Thompson airman
ture, the cat rubs past something
show the rest of the world that
and creates a spark of static elec- apprentice, USN, son of Mr. and ed to the Superintendent of the affair, and was almost startlRadio
Stations
Help
In
hear
to
we will utilize this right of ours
her mother, two sisters,
tricity and blooey! You've a first Mrs. Clint Thompson Route Four schools or The Soil Conservation ed
Fire Prevention Week
this year and every other year in
class fire on your hands without Fulton, Ky., recently began a 14- District office in City National Irene White, and Elizabeth Snow
and
the
which
Bank
Building Fulton, Ky. before
following friends sing her
there is an election.
A total of 36 Kentucky radio
week course of instruction at the
raising a finger.
Aviation Structural Mechanical the Christmas Holidays, a defin- a happy birthday.
stations, the largest state netLynnville
farmer
A
killed
was
ite
date
LEGION
to be announced later.
MEETS THURSDAY
The sweet young thing was up- School, at the U. S. Naval Air
Those present were: The hono- and another seriously injured in work ever to be joined, participThe American Legion Auxiliary
In addition to the local prizes ree and
set when her boy friend didn't Technical Training Center, MemMesdames Ward Bu- an automobile acchient two miles ated in "A Chance To Live,"
a met Thursday night, October 12
listed above, the best essay in shart,
phis, Tenn.
help her into his car.
Hendon Wright, J. E. Fall, west of Dukedom late ,Monday
fire-prevention program origina- at 6:30 at the cabin with a pot
Thompson, who entered the each organized soil conservation Jr., Horton Baird, W. L. Holland,
"Where," she asked, "is your
afternoon.
luck supper. Mrs. Allen Austin,
Navy service July 26, 1949, re- district Fulton County will com- Paul Westpheling, Bob
chivalry?"
Binford,
Arpold Parton, 55, was killed ting at WHAS, on Tuesday., For president,
ceived his recruit training at the pete for the three state prizes of H. L. Bushart, Maxwell
presided_
McDade, when a small truck driven by thesecond straight year the 15
Mrs. Madge Patterson favored
And he said: "Didn't you no- la. S. Naval Training Center, San $100.00, $50.00, and $25.00 U.S. Howard Edwards, H. C. Wilson, George W. Gargus,
off
60,
the
ran
highlighted
program
minute
was
the group by reviewing the book
savings bonds with an all expense and
tice? I traded it in for a Buick.' Diego, Calif.
Miss Mary Swi.nn Bushart, , road and hit a bridge. The truck by the simultaneous ringing of a
"Smile, Please" by Mildred Topp.
Before entering the service he trip to Louisville.
—General Motors Magazine
overturned twice and landed in a, firealarm in every one of KenThe meetings have been changattended Fulton High School.
ditch. The axle landed across Mr. tuck's more than 5,600 public and ed from the
fourth Monday night
"Which would you rather give
Large Number Attend Postmaster Carter Urges Parton's neck, causing his death. parochial, elementary and
high to the second Thursday
up. wine or women?"
night of
Two Fultonians Register Christian Science Meet Early Overseas Mailing
Gargus was rushed to the Ful- schools.
each
month.
depends on the vintage •'
Hospital.
ton
He
suffered
face
At
Lipscomb
College
Postmaster Jack Carter, advis- lacerations and
—Abbott Pharmagraph
1 A large number
of Fulton
probable internal
Betty Lou Gordon and James countains attended the Christian ed patrons of the local postoffice Injuries.
The Cub scout dens of Fulton Edwin Cannon registered as sen- Science lecture held in Tipton- today to mail overseas packages I The accident occurred on Highrealized the pet wish of many a bra at David Lipscomb College in ville Thursday night. The lecture early this year. Mr. Carter said way 94. State Trooper
Elton Rayoung fellow. In return for do- Nashville, Tennessee, for the Six- was delivered by Earl E. Simms, that the best time to mail the mage said the truck was
probably
ing the leg work on his Fire Pre- heth Anniversary Session of the: C. S., of Austin, Texas. He is a parcels to be asaured delivery by going "pretty fast." He said
Nearly everybody in Fulton centipedes when it
the
comes to getvention poster campaign, the School,
i member of the Board of Lecture- I Christmas is between October 15 men were returning from Fulton. County knows Bertes and Ramelle ting around_ It seems like
everygrateful Fulton fire chief took
A graduate of the South Fulton ship of the Mother Church, The and November 15.
Pigue. They're both well known where we went
Saturday we.
'ern for • ride around the block High School, Miss Gordon is the First Church of Christ, Scientist
respected
and
for
many
their
good
were accosted by the young ladProper wrapping...and marking
m his big .re truck on Monday. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar of Boston, Mass.
deeds
for the wonderful chit- ies to donate to the
should be consi&Mn in mailing
Forget-meHenry Gordon of Fulton. At Lipsdttei
reeved. Their fame not sale. R. Paul n as with
A resume of his lecture will the packages to the boys in service
me
The young wife greeted her comb she is studying the home appear in the News next week.
greater
get
will
as
children
their
most of the day and we had his
or other overseas friends.
husband affectionately when he economics curriculum.
go out into the world and make little overalls all decorated
with
returned from a hard day's work.
Mr. Cannon is a graduate of the
Mrs. J. W. Gordon has returned'• Little Dee Ann Hitchcock of
Production of grass and legume names for themselves.
the pretty little blue flowers. Late
"Poor Darling! You must be David Lipscomb High School and from a weekend visit with her
exactly
That's
Carmen
what
is
seed
has
become
an
in the afternoon we got home and
I
important enweekend guest
tired and hungry. Would you like is studying speech. He is the son son, James Wallace Gordon and Paducah was the
of her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. terprise in Fulton county, accord- doing at the moment. A fresh- shortly heard a polite little knock
same nice soup, followed by some of Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon,
University
man
the
Kenat
of
ing
to
Farm
Agent
John
at
B.
Watts.
the door and upon investigatMrs. Gordon in Nashville.
, Robert Graham in Highlands.
nice tender chops with -.golden
The Sixtieth Anniversary Cele- This year it will result in an in- I tucky and one of the four Fulton ing it was Judy Browning, who
--browd
II potatoes an green peas, bration will be May 14-18 and the
come of almost $800,000 for local ! girls who pledged Chi Omega had hiked all over the Highlands
and then mushrooms on toast?"
graduation exercises will be June
Sorority she was selected as a for the sale. That's a
farmers.
long piece
4, 1951.
1 •
Mr. Watts cites the cases of W. candidate by the boys in Kappa from town, take it from us.
"No darling," her husband said
P. Burnett, who saved
4,000 Sigma Fraternity to be their Car. "Let's save the money and eat
pounds of certified Kenland red nival Festival Queen. Carmen
The sale netted $72 for the disOld Ladies Have Hard
at home."
clover seed on 20 acres,,and Morey, was runner-up in the contest, but abled veterans in the hospital at
Luck This Past Week
Weldon King of the Zulton il Burnett and Iral Taylor.
Jeffress, who harvested
1,750 tops in the estimation of all of us Outwood, Ky.... a very worthy
in Fulton.
Lt. Richard Gerrish, who is a
Hard luck struck at the Whit- Community has been selected as 1 Mr. King has kept all his farm pounds from seven acres.
cause. Mrs. W. L. Durbin and
member of a regimental combat latch Old Ladies Home last week- Master Pastureman of Fulton
Farmers reported that they sayMrs. Joe Hall are sponsors for the
almost
fifteen
pasture
for
in
ed the foilowing amounts of seed
team of the 11th Airborne Divis- end. Mrs. Maggie Jones and Mrs. County with Roy D. Taylor of
And while on the subject of the Girl Scouts and they are doing a
except
years
occasional
field
an
this past year: 300,000 pounds of I U of K, we'd like to mention in tremendously fine job.
ion is now reported to be with Annie V. Collins sustained pain- Crutchfield placing second. There
has been planted in corn Green
leading elements of the U. S. ful injuries when they fell at the were fourteen entrants in this that
Acres white clover valued pride that Carmen's side-kicks,
reseeding
He
he
when
it.
was
The Girl Scouts participating
at $375,00; 10.000 pounds of Ken- Ann Latta, Ann McDade and CisForces close to the 38th parallel home. Mrs. Collins fell Saturday contest. They were scored by a
phosphate
has
lime,
all
added
the
land red clover, $20,000; 100,000 sy Murphy made some kind of a were—Susan McDaniel, Agnes
in Korea. Lt. Gerrish landed at ahd Mrs. Jones Fell on Sunday. committee composed of James
and potash that soil test indicate
pounds of other red
Kimpo airfield just outside re- Although both are confined to Pryor of Illinois Central Railroad,
clover, record at the university when all Rooney, Margaret Ann Newton,
where needed. Mr. King has 130
$75,000; 80,000 pounds of certified of them were pledged to Chi Nancy Adams, Norma Owen,
captured Seoul two weeks ago in their beds, neither received any Agricultural Agent, J. D. Bolton,
Ralph Vick Joe Barnet, Roland head of sheep and 60 beef calves. Ky. 31 fescue, $48,000; 400,000 Omega, one of the top sororities Barbara Ann Boyd, Judy Brownthe thick of the bitter struggle to broken bones.
Roy Taylor has a 180 acre farm pounds of uncertified Ky 31 fes- on the campus. We understand ing, Mary Ann Petty, Wanda June
retake the city.
A speedy recovery is wished for Green and members of the Cayce Veterans Classes. In addition that is all seeded to pasture. He cue, $160,000 and 1,500,000 pounds that about 22 girls were pledged Sons, Peggy Stalling, Donna Sue
the dear ladies.
to Mr. King and Mr. Taylor, gold has 600 sheep on his farm and of annual lespedeza, $75,000.
from all over the State and Ful- Ashby, Becky Edwards, Becky
Quoting fire insurance underplans to add 60 steers.
man, and Ella Doyle.
ManY farmers in the county ton had four in that lumber. W
certificates
were
won
by
(scored
writers as having classed some Regular Meeting Monday
Fulton County farmers have stated that income from grassland can certainly see the point o
90
points
or above) Parke WheelThe girls selling the most Fornew-house electrical wiring here For
Dry Lake Scouters
seeded more than 20,000 acres of used for pasture, hay and seed the gals in Chi Omega.
et-Me Hots and winning prizes
as "dangerous" and "disgraceful"
er, Lucian Isbell, McGehee & improved pastures since 1945 and production
is
more
than
twice
were Ella Doyle, first, and Agnes
The regular monthly meeting of Roberts. Raymond
the Fulton fire chief petitioned
Champion, local farms have become famous of the same land in corn productFulton can boast of an awful Rooney, second.
the City Council this week to ap- the Dry Lake District Boy Scout
Robert Workman, S. E. Hancock, for their luxuriant pastures of La- ion.
solicitors,
class
first
lot
of
but
Committee
point an inspector to enforce the
'will meet at the City
dino Clover and 31 fescue. Most of
when it comes to beating the
All of us at the News join with
law governing correct wiring, National Bank at 7:30 p. m., El- Robert Watts, Roy Wade and W.
the farmers in this contest have
Mrs. Orville Smith is visiting bushes for the nickels and dimes the
bert
hundreds of friends of Mrs.
Johns, Boy Scout executive H. Harrison. Silver certificates
long-standing on the statute
found that pasture is more pro- her daughter, Mrs. Leonart Stopp the leaders in that field are the
A. H. Sloan in wishing for her
books. The Council promised to announced today.
were won by Thomas Bruce, Cec- fitable than row crops.
and family in Dallas, Texas,
Those
Scouts.
Girl
lassies
are
like
son
Staff
Sergeant Rubin Townlook for a suitable man.
send a speedy recovery. Sgt.
Townsend narrowly escaped with
gvrerelecla=t
his life while on an artillery misdriZiun
the police
sion in Korea. The sergeant reserizeant to the inebriate.
ceived bad burns about the body
"Thash mighty fine, Sarge," reBy Mary Nelle Wright
' of the days when he and his wife, ur and Maud Pickle took their ,of Oklahoma City, whom we shall ville, Tenn.
and is recuperating in a hospital
plied the culprit. "Lesh get startHardly a day passes in our lives Bess, lived here and what de- two boys, Randle and J. C. and 'always claim as a Fultonian.
How
Others now living in Tennessee in Japan. Sgt. Townsend left Pt.
ed."
that we do not say to ourselves, or lightful people they both are.
went out there years ago. They many of us remember when their are Harold and Vivian Owen. of Lewis, Washinton on July 18 and
to others, "I wonder what hapMildred Graham Milner lives are still there. But people around home, "The Oaks", was the only Oak Ridge. The Owens are fre has been in the thick of the KorSIIEPARD ELECTED
." A news item in Lapeer, Michigan, but we are here enjoy their visits "back house on the Kentucky side of
pened to
quent visitors in F'ulton and tha: ean fighting for many weeks.
Nolan Shepard, Water Valley, here and there that incorporates sure that her heart will always be home" every year or two. Roy the State Line from
the city lim- is as it should be, because in this
was elected vice-president of the a familiar phrase designating here because the Fulton people Hamlett is another one who left its to the Country
Club. How way we never lose touch with
Murray State College Internat- them "former Fultonians" makes miss her just as sure as she miss- Kentucky for Texas. He live.; in times change!
them. The J. E. Hannephins live 34 Fulton Students At
ional Relations Club at a recent us "remember when." How best es us. Mrs. M. B. Phelps of De- El Paso. Lucretia Reams lived in
Another family of former FLO.- in Jackson; Russell and Jean Murray State College
meeting.
-ould one get a glimpse of the troit reads the News and keeps PADUCAH. Texas for a wh1e,
tonions is the Polly Beadles fam- Pitchford are in Nashville; Chas.
largest number of farmer citizens, in touch with all her relatives and but she moved to Nashville, reAmong the 1432 students in reily, living in Lakeland, Florida and Wilma Jean Browder live in
SEEK FIFTH WIN
we kept wondering, and all ot a friends in Fulton and out at Beel- cently. Another couple yam reClarksville; Kathleen
Winter sidence at Murray State College
How
lovely
their
colonial
home
Murray State's Thoroughbreds, sudden we find it right in our erton. When I found the name ceive the News and who are a
on Carr St., which now belongs to Jones has lived in Knoxville tor for the fall semester off 1950 are
darkhorses of the Ohio Valley possession.
of Richard Holliday, Detroit, "far piece from home" are Gene the
Gid Willinghams of Chicago, several years. Mrs. Ruby Browder 34 students from Fulton county.
conference, move into the stretch
It came about when I started Michigan, I began wondering if and Lydia DeMyer of La Fria, used. to be filled with boys and Dillon left Fulton so many. many
They are: Mary Ann Brady,
this week against the Thundering working in the circulation dep- that name could by any chance Texas. There are those of us who girls visiting
the Beadles chil- years ago for Newbern, Tenn. to Wilma Brasfield, Mac Burrow,
Herd of Marshall College in Cut- artment here at The News and , be the R. E. Holliday whom I will never forget those good dren, Mary
Elizabeth, Tam, Rob- make her home, but she still Kelty Gonder, Betty Ann Cook,
chin stadium Saturday night. The saw the files neatly designated: knew years ago, and sure enough times the crowd used to have at ert and
makes visits "home" each year.
Bill.
Royce Cruce, Burns Davis, Myrkickoff is set for 8:15.
it
was
the
same.
Those
days
were
That
was
Store.
DeMyer's
Drug
On the Kentucky galley I was tle Davis, Sue
Detroit, Oklahoma, Memphis,
Mrs. Agnes Roberts, who lives
Easley, Tom FarCoach Fred Faurot will be going Louisville, Lexington, Atlanta, long ago when we were in the the place we met to drink a coke
reminded that Mrs. Elinor Luten, ley, Miriam Grymes,
Joe Harriin Baton Rouge, Louisiana will
after his fifth win of the year and and on and on through the mail- 'second grade out at Ridgway's and to have much talk.
wife of the late Dr. Horace Lu- son, Shirley Ann Houston,
Joe
his third conference victory.
School,
which
always
missed
stood
be
still
coron
and
.the
be
news
subscribers.
of
ten, still lives in Louisville. Bar- Melt, Jim James; L.
t
ing
Jean and Marcia Moon have
C. Jamison,
Here at my fingertips was a ner of the late P. P. Ridgway's gone western too. They live in claimed as a Fultonian. Paul Bus- tle Osgood and his family have Jerry Johnson, Will
Taylor
Lee,
HOMEMAKERS TO MEET
wealthy warehouse of beloved lawn.
Oklahoma City, where Jean is hart, farmer owner of this paper been in Louisville long enough tg ()the Linton, Carl McMurray,
The Victory Homemakers Club memories of former citizens and
But not all of the former peo- continuing his successful career also lives in Baton Rouge. Betty call that city their home. Glenn Shirley Maxwell, Travis Moss,
will meet on Tuesday, October 17 a chance to answer some of your ple have gone north to Detroit or with Swift and Company.
Lou is with him and doing fine and Vera Lane live in Morehead, Ann Perkins, Guy Phipps, Frank
at 10 a. m. with Mrs. H. C. Brown. questions and mine about "what !somewhere like that—some have
Ky.
The Kelly Lowes live at Shaw- in newspaper work there.
Rice, Jane Shelby, Patricia Sub-The.lesson is on selections and happened to
?"
I gone to TEXAS. You know, those nee, Oklahoma. I wonder if they
Kate Foy, who used to be a
Other Fultonians didn't stray lette, Thomas Sublette Henry
making bedspreads and promises
One Of the first names I came , Texans say that once you live know how much their lively fam- pharmacist at the Owl Drug Store
Tully, Jesse Walker, Evelyn Walto be most interesting. All mem- to was Hardeman Howard, Gros- !there, you'll never leave and we ily is missed around these parts. and is co-owner of Jack Foy's
ters, William Walters, Janice
bers are urged to be present
se Point, Michigan, and I thought ,do believe just that because Arth- And then, there's Mrs. J. C. Brann Tourist Cottages, is living at Oak(Continued on page 12)
Wheeler, Patsy Workman.

AIRMAN THOMPSON
STARTS TRAINING

LYNVILLE FARMER
KILLED IN WRECK

Names In The News

WATTS OTIS COS.
Of COUNTY GROWTH

WELDON KING' ROY TAYLOR WIN HONORS
AS MASTER PASTUREMEN OF COUNTY
,

„
Former Citize
ii ns Scatter to W
Winds;Fulton is Still
i Home

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485

complete information that has been assembled
by this or any other agency of the government.

Fulton, Kentucky

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors and Publishers.

It doesn't take a master mind, however, to
that the unfortunate situation in Kentucky
is an accumulation of predicaments like Fulton, where there is so little opportunity for
gainful employment for the men in the family.
The plan of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce to bring big industries to the State

STRICTLY BUSINESS

ation next year as the unruffled Waterfield may have agreed that
waters and fine sailing winds Kilgore was the man to do it.
which so far have blessed Earle
If that be true, it will be weliClements' political career.
come news to tens of thousands of
There is a major rebellion good Democrats, farm and city
brewing in the Democratic party. dwellers alike, who have
the
One or two other strong and very highest regard for Kilgore.
determined men have their eye .His showing against Donaldson
on the nomination.
(and that was Ben's initiation inHarry Lee Waterfield is one. to politics) was remarkable. He
But we wonder about him-wonder proved his organizational ability
if maybe Waterfield didn't ac- in handling Waterfield's campcomplish a very neat bit of politi- agin against Clements for the
cal magic. In the statement he gubernatorial nomination, when
issued refusing to run for the Waterfield had trouble getting a
Senate nomination against Cle-• campaign manager.
ments, most political reporters
It is possible to rationalize a
read an interpretation-that he good many reasons why Kilgore
was opening wide the door for would make the prefera
ble candhimself to run in the gubernator- idate right now. Waterfield's
flirtial primary in '51.
ing with a race against Clements,
It might have been that--except then dodging, is one.
for the report from an excellent
And, if the old Waterfield-Kilauthority that Waterfield's for- gore agreement still
is functionmer sidekick and political colle- ing,Harry Lee
certainly owes Ben
ague, Ben Kilgore, will run. Kil- all the backing
and support he can
gore made an unsuccessful race throw his
way.
against J. Lyter Donaldson sevBen will be a more popular
eral years ago, and was narrow- candidate.
Not only is he more
ly defeated. He is one of the most widely-kn
own, but . he is not as
widely respected men in Demo- inflexible
as Waterfield and thtis
cratic politics in Kentucky. has not made as many enemies.
So, it is at least possible that
There will be lots more of this
Waterfield was saying "Look at before
next year. But, put this
me", and implying that he would down
in your book. Ben Kilgore
run for Governor, when all
the will be in the gubernatorial race
time that wasn't the case at all--next year and he'll be a hard man
when, even then, Kilgore and
for anybo0 to beat.

by McFvetters

see

A member-.the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
SubScription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

The late Or Carl D. Thompson, was for
many years, one of the rqost authoritative and
agressive spokesman for socialization of ind-ustry. Long ago he said that the public ownership movement will obviously carry with it
the control of industries of the nation, the control of transportation, of mining, of agriculture and will very largely dominate and determine the domestic life of the people of
America.
This week the American Medical Associatoin starts the first of a series of advertisements in defense of its profession and to kill
the plan of the Adminstration to take over the
medical profession of America. The plan to
take over medicine is the first in a group
planned by the Government in its creeping at-

Read the ads appearing in the News this
week. Study them carefully. Then make
up
your mind what kind of America you
want.
When you do, let your Congressman and
Senator know that a vote toward Socializ
ation is a
vote toward the destruction of Americ
a.

Alarming Increase
The alarming increase in public assista
nce
grants in Kentucky is causing grave
concern
to the Department of Economic
Security,
which administers the program through
its
Division of Public Assistance.
There are only seven states in the United
States which have a higher proportion
than
Kentucky of child population receiving aid
to
dependent children and only 14 states with
a
higher proportion of aged population receivi
ng
old age assistance. At present there are 68,399
Kentuckians receiving old age assistance;
60,385 children receiving aid to depend
ent
children and 2,395 recipients of aid to the
needy blind. The total grants paid out for
the
combined program of public assistance during
the month of August 1950 amounted
to
$2,347,515.
The Department of Economic Security has
directed its Research and Statistics Section
to
make an exhaustive study of the entire public
assistance program, The department has already prepared a comprehensive questionnaire
That will elicit essential information relatin
g
to each recipient of aid to dependent children.
This will show the parentage; race, sex; legitimacy or illegitimacy; physical and mental
condition; whether or not child is attendi
ng
school; with .whom child is living; religion
of
parents; living conditions (including housing
);
whether or not child is available for adoption
and other pertinent facts which may contribute to making such a study. Lack of such information has constituted a serious handicap
in studying these conditions and in evaluating
the problems that must be faced by the Division of Public Assistance, with a view toward
their solution. When completed, this study will
give to the staff of the department the most
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Fill Your Bin!

Doctors Fight Back

Dr. Thompson spoke as an expert. And
what he said, in effect, is that socialization of
our resources is the necessary first step in
achieving a planned, controlled economy. This,
in turn, would inevitably result in regimentation and dictatorship--a fact which has been
demonstrated time and time again in Europe
.
We wouldn't call it communism--but, regardless of nomenclature, it would be a blood brother to it.
There can be no question that those who
favor socialization of industry--even as
they
angrily deny that they really are socialis
ts---have seized upon the present world crisis
to
advance their ends.
It would be the most tragic of ironies if
while we are fighting both hot and cold
wars
against Asiatic and European communism,
we
gave the green light to communist ideolog
ies
here at home. Dr. Thompson, who devoted
a
long life to working for socialism, was
100 per
cent accurate when he said that national
ization one industry or profession would inevita
bly
result in governmental control of industr
y, of
agriculture, and of all the energies and
productive facilities of the nation,

might some day relieve the alarming number
of public assistance grants.
HATS
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tempt to socialize the Nation.

MERVIN

HELP

Hoarding has been roundly, condemned
by the press of the nation. But, as a Chicag
o
Daily News editorial points out, there is one
exception to the rule--coal. "Hoarding" coal
now will actually increase, not decrease, the
available supply.
Coal is one item that can be stocked to the
limit of storage capacity, while the industry
can perform maximum service to the nation
at
the same time. The explanation is simple. The
industry can produce only as fast as the nation's transportation facilities can move the
produce away. In winter, heavy demand, weather conditions and other such factors intensify the load on all carriers. Consequently, the
stocking of coal now by all types of users will
make it easier for the coal indigatry to provide
us with ail the coal we need, and of the quality
Nye want.
Coal is plentiful. However, stockpiles
throughout the country are now only about
half as large as they were in 1942. In some
cases, coal may be called upon'to fill part of
the needs usually met by other fuels. In any
event, the part of wisdom is to fill our bins before the heavy
appearance.

%Inter demand

puts in

an

New Credit Idea
Owners of small specialty stores and local
bankers may watch with interest the experiment in Paterson, N. J., where the local Savings & Trust Co. is offering its credit faciliti
es
and know-how to merchants in that area. The
theory is that small specialty shops cannot afford credit departments. The bank steps in,
checks the credit standing of prospective customers of the stores and offers those who pass
the grade a credit plate and a monthly credit
quota. With this credit the customer visits the
local stores which are a party to the arrangement and makes his purchases, instructing the
merchant to send the sales slip to the bank,
From the bank's point of view the arrangement has advantages, for merchants must
carry accounts at the bank and its deposit
s
tend to grow from the two-way traffic of customers and merchants. It is up to the bank to
keep the expense of the operation low enough
to gain from the overall expansion of its business. The merchant is pleased since he assumes
neither the risk nor the expense of a credit department.

Read Your Bible
Millions of Americans

will be

urged to

read and reread the Bible in the near future.
The occasion is National Bible Week, October
16-22, which is sponsored by the Laymen's
National Committee•
The Week will have, as participants, persons of all faiths and creeds. It is designed
to
appeal to people of every age and in all walks
of life---the housewife, the factory worker, the
businessman, the professional
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j"All right, Mervin, you win—you can
have the raise!"

From The Files:

(74.04umf Bach The eloch
OCTOBER 9, 1925:
I. C. news: Camp No. I of the
Nelson Company, contractors engaged in building the new Edgewood cut-off, has moved to the
Enon Church community north
of town to finish up this end of
the line and construct the new
yards west of Fulton. Work on the
new yard will start soon.
South-bound passenger traffic
has been heavy this month: train
7 '(-Panama Limited) has run 10
extra,sloepers several times this
week:in two sections. The Florida-bound Seminole has run two
sections all fall.
Miss Frances Huggins. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Huggins of
McConnell, and Leland T. Bugg of
Fulton were married in Union
City Sunday afternoon. Mr. Bugg
is the assistant postmaster in FultonMrs. J. Ray Graham, recent
bride, was honored at a shower
by Miss Virginia Farley in Mayfield Thursday *ping.
Miss Maude
Scearce,
who
teaches in the high-school at Columbus, Ky. spent the weekend
with home folks in Cayce.
Last Saturday 940 gallons of
pure cream were shipped from
one Fulton station, a record day
for this new business here. About
a year ago two cream stations
were opened here, saving farmers
express charges to distant creameries, paying the same price, and
providing immediate payment.
At 50 cents per pound, current
price, Saturdays cream sales totaled a record $980.

Mr. Ern Lecorme has charge of
the transfer wagon that carries
children to and from Bowers high
school. This splendid improvement saves the children a walk of
a mile of two in frigid weather.
Some say that jazz is doomed;
its fling is over. Those tum-tu.mtummy songs, a flare- back to
barbarism, are being replaced by
old favorites of 20 years ago, such
as "Let Me Call you sweetheart",
"Marquita", etc.

OCTOBER 10, 1930:
According to the Paducah Sun Democrat, a consolidation of I. C.
accounting officers will be made
into one central office in Paducah.
If so, Fulton stands to lose 10 to
15 families who are local homeowners and among the best citizens
as well as the chance to
have the whole new setup located
here'
The M &. 0 Shops tit Jackson.
following a "retrenchment" program, laid off 143 .men this week
for an indefinite period.

We live in a world which seems to have
become almost utterly materialistic--a
world
in which the black shadow of war is seen
once
more. Yet in such a world matters of the
spirit
remain all-important. General Bradley, the
chief military officer of the nation, has
written, "Our enemy has faith in things materia
l.
I do not hesitate to say, as a soldier, that
we
must have faith in things spiritual. That
faith
diminishes physical hardships and
enhances
physical valor. It can--and, I am sure, will
--shorten our trial and speed our triumph
."
The lessons of the Bible are eternal.
They
can serve us all in these difficult days.
The ultimate notion of right is that
which
tends to the universal good; and when
one's
acting in a certain manner has this
tendency
he has a right thus to act.
Francis Hutcheson
From lack of moral strength empire
s fall.
Right alon is irresistible, permanent,
eternal.
—Mary Baker Eddy

TELEPHONE
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The best ambulance service at any hour, day
or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—NIEMBEIL—
Iii:NTUCKY FUNFR.11. DIRECToRS 111111
l. ASS'N.

Let The News do your Printing Job.

Clarence Fagan, farmer of the
Dukedom section and the father
of seven children, was seriously
injured this week when he was
knocked from the top of a truck
by a clothes line. He is suffering
from a fractured skull.

1!1

With Stout on the mound and
McLean catching for Fulton, the
local Boosters baseball team defeated Union City Sunday, 6-4.
Mrs. C. W. Curlin left Monday
to join Dr. Curlin in New York.
Dr. Curlin and Dr. D. L. Jones
have been taking a special course
there to use in their Fulton practice•
The Chapel program at McFadden Monday, in charge of students, was the following: Bible
reading, Irene Bowers; song "My
Bonnie", Irene Bowers, Willie
Ora Paschall, Mozelle Underwood
and Roy Carver, all members of
the eighth grade; riddles by 0. B.
Paschall; song by Edward Wolberton.

6e414:#t‘d. 6/1,4e4uaithout

Seldom in political history has
one contest for public office been
run before another. Yet that is
what is happening today. Virtually very well-informed and careful
political analyst accepts the election of Earle Clements to the Senate as a foregone conclusion.
This, of course, has taken the
edge off the Senatorial race.
And, the Democrats at least are
looking to 1951 and the gubernatorial primary.
When Clements took over the
Governor's desk, he began throwing on Lieutenant-Governor Lawrence Wetheerby a much-greater
load than any other Governor
handed to his assistant.
Wetherby knew as much about
state .affairs, knew what weight
went into making decisions, helped make more decisions, represented the Governor more often,
and was closer to him than any
other Lieutenant-Governor had
been.
It soon became apparent that
Clements intended to toss his toga
over Wetherby's shoulders if and
when he ran for the Senate. And,

7

Miss Rebecca Allison Porter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Porter of Nashville, and Lawson
H. Yates, Son of Mrs. J. C. Yates,
were married in a brilliant ceremony at Nashville October 5th.
They will reside in Nashville,
where Mr. Yates is connected
with advertising firm.

Dick Oberlin:

44)

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Approximately 750 fans saw
the Fulton Hi Bulldogs battle the
Tilgham Tornado of Paducah to
a 7-7 tie in a football game Saturday afternoon.

farmer, the

worker. Governors and mayors and others will
issue proclamations asking that all turn again
to the Holy Scriptures.

FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low
as 599.50
are always a part of our service.

there wasn't any doubt that Clements' goal was three years as
Governor, then a move to Washington.
There is nothing in the relations of Clements and Wetherby
now to indicate there has been
any change, although some of
those who fear that a man from
Louisville, from Jefferson County
cannot be elected governor, are
casting about for other likely
prospects. A good many names
are being mentioned.
Most prominent among these is
Emerson "Doc" Beauchamp, the
quiet, humorous little fellow who
is a real power in state politics,
whose gigantic rural road fund
helps add greatly to an already
pretty solid power.
But "Doc" Beauchamp has
made it quite clear, to a good
many different people---and on
occasion, quite publicly--that he
does not want to run for Governor. He is thoroughly satisfied
With the choice of Wetherby.
But all will not be such smooth
sailing with any candidate for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomin-

Expecting'
the Unexpected
To a seasoned railroader, nothing classifies as "unexpected." That's why
the
violent eruptions of nature, the sudde
n
surges of moving people and freigh
t
seldom ruffle the smooth flow of railroad operations.
It's management's job to antici
pate
every public need—to prepare for
new
demands, to eliminate services no
longer required.
During recent months the Illinois Central has shouldered increasingly
heavy
demands for the handling of urgent
freight. We have met these needs
quickly and efficiently because we have
spent many millions of dollars for
better equipment and improved facilit
ies
since the end of World War II.
The Illinois Central continues its
preparations, anticipating wherever it
can
every possible turn of events. For
only
by looking ahead can we contin
ue to
earn the friendship and patron
age of
all whom we serve.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President
Mdn Unto of Mid-Amorka

ILLINOIS CENTRAL

News and Personals from - - -.
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Odell Puckett

James Copeland visited Friday
afternoon with Mrs. T. E. Eaker.
Mrs. Mettn Bard, Mrs. Mabel
Bar,d and daughter, Shirley Ann ,
attended the Mayfield Presbytery
at Pleasant Valley Church near
La Center, Ky. The next meeting
will be in the spring at Oakland,
Ky.

ren, Becky and Raymond of Detroit are making their home with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Watts while her husband, Jewell
Puckett is in the Navy. He is a
gunnersmate third class stationed
at Long Beach, Calf., at the present.
POPULAR BRED SIRE IN Servi
14PT HEAD 2 COLUMN

Our sympathy goes out to U.S.
Monday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.!Harry Hunt Gossum and son.
Copeland on the death of his
Mr. and Mrs. Bacil Moore spent mother, Mrs. Tishie COpelapd of
Robert Gossum were: Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Gossum and family, Sunday with his uncle, Mx. and Barlow, Ky. Funeral services
were held Sunday. Those attendMr. and Mrs. James Copeland and Mrs. John Moore.
ing from here were: Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bettie Mullins spent the ,
family of Wingo, Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Pillow, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Henry Chandler of Akron, Ohio, weekend with Mrs Rebecca Hop- Hall, Mr, and Mrs. Leon Bard.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and kins north of town.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Jackson,
boys of Pilot Oak, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Robert Gossum and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Jackson
and boys, Miss Joyce Ann Brozier
attended church at Pilot Oak Baptist Church Sunday.

ICED

WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM

The popular bred Jersey sire,
Biltmore Jester Basileus, adds a
different and desirable line of
Jersey breeding to Kentucky
Artificial Breeding Association
e'•
Stud. His code name is "Basileus"
and he was bred by Biltmore
Farms, Biltmore, North Carolina
if
and purchased in the Green Acres
Farm Dispersal at Lexington, Ky.
Basileus was sired by Biltmore
Baileus, an Excellent, Senior SupMr. and Mrs James Copeland
erior Sire with 51 tested daughand family of Wingo spent Sunters that average 488 pounds of
day with her parents, Mr. and
butter fat and
117
classified
Mrs. Robert Gossum.
daughters average 8417%. The
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister
dam of Basileus is Jester Design
visited Saturday night with her
Leota and she is classified Very
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett.
Ed Anderson, of Bragg City, Good and has a Gold Medal reSelo., will defend his twice-won cord of 13,085 pounds of milk and
It's easy to fool the eye but bird to "fake performbutter fat as a
title ct "World's Champion Cot- 702 pounds of
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Byrn shoppThat's why it will pay you to look for the III
stare.
ton Picker" when he enters the three year old an 3X milking 365
ed in Mayfield Friday afternoon.
,Symbol of Quality on the part you buy...for precision
Ilth annual National Cotton Pick- days. She was sired by Brampton
GosHunt
Harry
Mrs.
Mr. and
ing Contest to be sponsored in
engineering... high standards of quality...perfect'
Jester Standard, an
Excellent,
sum and son, Ronald, spent SunBlytheville, Ark., October 13, by
wear. Don't take a chance on "look-1
fit...longer
Senior
Superior
Sire
test42
with
parents,
her
with
Fulton
of
in
the
day
Commerce
Junior Chamber
:alikes." Insist on the IH symbol to "Parts-Protect"'
average 476
there-He won the title and $1.000 ed daughters that
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Nanney.
first prize In both 1941 and 1949.
pounds of fat and 48
classified
and
your farm equipmeat.investment....to get peak perMrs. James Copeland
aughters that average 86.98%.
children, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
formance.,
granddaughter, Mrs. Lee Gilbert.
and
Gossum
Thus Basileus combines the
Soo US Today For lit,
UI
34rar Service aad
Linda Gale Boaz, spent WednesMiss Jearlene Hall and Mrs. breeding of two of the Jersey
Quality Parts,
day with Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gos- Eura Hall visited Saturday night breed's great Excellent Senior
sum of Pilot Oak.
Superior Sires and he is Excellent
with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Gilbert.
Will Arnett was carried to
George Lawrence is spending or near Excellent himself.
Western State Hospital in Hop- some time with his sister, Mrs. E.
kinsville Sunday. We wish him a J. Hall. He is recovering from a HOUSEHOLD TIP
speedy recovery.
recent operation.
ep the cream pitcher from
,
To ke
The America Legion Auxiliary
Claude Andrew of Paris, Tenn.,
met Monday night at the Legion spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. dripping on the table, smear a
bit of butter on the lip of the
Hall. The next meeting will be the Lee Gilbert.
pitcher.
first Monday night in November
Sunday night supper guests of
Macaroni, rice and noodles will
at the home of Mrs. Etta ackson, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie McAlister
with Mrs. Ann Jackson in charge included; Rev. and Mrs. H.M. not boil over if the inside top of
the kettle is greased with a bit
of the program.
Southard, Mr. and Mrs Pete JackLuther Gossum spent part of son of Wingo, Mr. and Mrs 011ie of lard or butter.
Phone 16
Fulton
last week with his brother, Mr. Batts and girls of Midway, Tenn.,
314 Walnut
.Phone 470 for Job Printing
and Mrs. Ben Gossum of Wingo. Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Wooten, Rev.
Mrs. Lelia Bard and Mrs. Mur- and Mrs. Roy Shepherd and Mr.
rell Stephens were in Mayfield and Mrs. J. C. McAlister.
Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Isaac Watts accompanied
Misses June Bishop and Odell her daughter, Mrs. Eatheleen DilPuckett attended the show in Ful- lon to Memphis Monday where
ton Thursday kfternoon.
she boarded a plane to California
• Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Jackson where she and her husband, Sam
and Miss Joyce Ann Brozier were Dillon will make their home.
Sunday dinner guests of Rev. and
Mrs. Jewell Puckett and childFULTON, KENTUCKY
Mrs. Rip Willis of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul Bard
and daughter, Shirley Ann, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Bard visited in New
Madrid and Carruthersville, Mo.,
Sunday.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Puckett included:
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopkins, Mr.
FRI. - SAT.
and Mrs. Cloyce Walker and
of
children, Janice and Larry
OCTOBER 13- 14
'Fulgham,,Mr. and Mrs. T.B. Pewitt of Wingo.
Miss Charlene '\ Burnham of
Pilot Oak spent Sunday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Jackson.
Mrs. Jewell Wiggins and boys
and Mrs. Buddy left this week for
Detroit to join their husbands,
who have employment there.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Chidress
and boys, Jimmye and Billie
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Boonie Bennett and daughter,
RORY
Donna.
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
CALHOUN JANE NIGH
kth Warren Douglas Raymond Hart04
C. E. Stokes on the birth of a
Berea Hospital,
in
daughter
Berea, Ky. Mrs. Stokes is the forPlus
mer Geneive Perry and sister of
Below you'll find eight coupons... eight mon-
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BUY PARTS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Fulton

"Buck Bushart"

•
Don't be fooled
by "LOOK-ALIKES"

LOOK FOR THIS SYMBOL
OF QUALITY WHEN YOU

L1QUERS
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Your Old Reliable
Pre-War Favorite
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PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO.
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Here again for your enjoyment is the
genuine old-style sour mash bourbon
you've been waiting for.
Cabin Still is mild in proof yet rich in
flavor because it is made by Mother
Nature and mellowed by Father Time.

100% KENTUCKY
BOURBON
91 PROOF
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ey-savers for you! Clip 'em ... bring 'em to our
store on Thursday, Friday or Saturday ...
and you'll buy the items you want at these
advertised prices. YOU AUST HAVE COUPON
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF'MESE PRICES!
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PINWALE CORDUROY

Women's Fall

BRIBER JACKETS

36-Inch ... 61.69 Quality

DRESSES

.311 (•1S
.
$3-95 rase.

139
yd.

Regular $15.95 Values

$500

$888

NAPPINE0

WITH COUPON
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Men's $5.49 Oxfords
Sizes 6 to 11

WITH COUPON

• New Fall Style'
• In Popular Fala:irs

BOYS' $4.95 PANTS

for

Pinwale Corduroy 6 to 16
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Wed - Thur
OCTOBER 18 - 19
Wherever you drive, you an Certli• us NM•
great many new Pontiacs—for two reasons.
Pint, more people are baying am Pontius
than eve? before. Second, Poetise, with its
distinctive Silver Streak styling, just can't belie
being seen sod admired. Podtiar is a standemu, too, for performance, dependability, and
teal economy. Coal, 9. sad ON dot sow
Pontiac any ulna.

DOlitirforDollar
you cant beat a

4th and Depot Sts.
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$4.49 BLANKETS

$3.98 FALL SKIRTS
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BUNKS PONTIAC COMPANY
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crated. He was rushed fo the
Haws Hospital for treatment.
We Are Now Buying
W. Irvan Frields is responding
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bynun to treatment for asthma at Haws
AUSTIN SPRINGS have returned to Akron. Ohio Hospital where he has been a
past ten days.
Mrs. Cirey Frields
after a visit with relatives here patient for the
Mr. and Mrs Fred McCoy, Jr.,
Mrs. B. L. Doron has returned and in Mayfield.
Ind children, Pattie and Freddie
011ie Vincent miraculously es- Ray, visited Mr. and Mrs. James
from Hollow Rock, Tenn., where
Monday
sisaccident
her
of
serious
guest
a
caped
she was a house
r. Glass in Mayfield last Sunday.
•111111•••••••••••
n•nnnamn•n
sannw•
We also store your potatoes: all potatoes in
ter, Mrs. Roy Hammett and Mr. while cutting hay. He was thrown
Rev. Alton Perry filled his refintwo
cut
and
mower
a
from
Hammett.
gular appointment at New Salem
in the path Church this pasb.d Sunday at 11
storage fully covered with insurance.
Mrs. Ernest Poyner has been gels when he landed
Eddy Arnold was born on a farm
portion of one fin- d'clock and also the evening serThe story behind Eddy Arnold's
very ill this week requiring some of the blade A
son
the
Tennessee,
Henderson,
near
ger is lost and another badly lac- vices at 7 o'clock.
rise to stardom in the music world of a cotton and corn farmer. When
special medical care.
most amazing success
-Crates and Hampers available nowRevp.T. T. Harris continues to is one of the
he was fifteen, a relative made him
business.
show
modern
stories of
he
and
guitar
old
an
of
after
present
Hospital
.Haws
a
at
'mprove
Less than five years ago, few perapiece
having undergone surgery ten sons outside his native state of Ten- took four lessons for 75 cents
B. K. BOYD, Manager
music education
had ever heard of him. To- -the only formal
nessee
ago.
-day3
years
Three
received.
ever
has
he
among
byword
B. L. Doron is on the sick list day his name is adevotees and his later, encouraged by his mother, he
folk music
and is laid up due to a lame bick. modern
traveled to Jackson to make his
list of aocomPlishments falls little radio
debut and start down the road
Mr. and Mrs- Ed Frields, Mr. short of phenomenal.
to lead to resounding sucand Mrs. Rex Frields and childHe is heard regularly on major that was
-SEE US FORIn 1941, Eddy married Sally
cess.
ren, Linda and Micheal are visit- network radio broadcasts, and con- Oayhart and they now reside in
Phone 1249
music
folk
Fulton
nation's
Walnut Sreet
ing in Paducah, house guests of sistently tops the His records have their Madison, Tennessee,home with
popularity polls.
the Earl Mitchell family on Clay been the most played of their type their daughter, Jo Ann and son,
In juke boxes for the past three Dickie. feet, eleven inches tall, with
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino Street.
Five
News has been received from years; and at one time, he held the
hair and clear gray eyes,
Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood. distinction of having four smash sandy
market at the Eddy has a strong well-featured face
the
clover, Red top, orchard grass, rye grass, red that
on
hits
record
they have reached their desmanner
same time. He has, In addition, and a warm, tmallected friends.
tination in western Texas but starred in two films.
that wins him immediate
clover, blue graRR
aren't permanently located as
Eddy Arnold serenades his mother in her Nashville, Tennessee home. Similar
yet
picture adorns Hit corer of his RCA Victor "TO MOTHER" album.
Rye,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields enterBarley. wheat winter turf oats. Balboa
Beginning the last week in September, the Eddy Arnold Show will be a halfSuffered deficiencies of Vitamins Eti, I52, Niacin, and Iron
tained members of their entire
hour feature heard weekly and will be broadcast over many radio stations in the
family this past Sunday when the
alfalfa. crimson clover.
South and Southwest.
that was in less than a month's
ern-clan gathered under their potenttime. I think HADACOL is wonial roof again.
derful."
At noon a bountiful dinner was
"Amazing* Is The Word
- PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS enjoyed
20`‘
which consisted of home
for the way HADACOL has
.
cured ham, southern fried chickhelped thousands and thousands
en, roast pork, potato chips.
, of folks whose systems were deficient in Vitamins Bi. B., Iron,
salads, sandwiches, pies, cakes,
and Niacin. You, too, will be
tea and coffee served buffet style.
amazed at the wonderful results
Photo flash snapshots were
HADACOL can bring you. beCustom Grinding and Mixing
•aken at noon and throughout the
cause HADACOL helps build up
Custom Seed Cleaning
the hemoglobin content of your
day.
PHONE 620
409 COLLEGE ST.
blond (when Iron is needed) to
The afternoon was spent socialcarry these precious Vitamins and
SIGN
ly by ladies and baseball for the
VOW' STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD
Minerals to every organ, and evmen. Childhood remeniscing dragery part of your body-to the
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II
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II
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II
heart, liver, kidneys and lungs,
• II
1111
ged out by all and those who ateven tn the eyes, hair and nails.
tended were: Mr. and Mrs. Rex
HADACOL is that wonderful
• Frields and children, of Los Angnew preparation-prom lain g
eles, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Eric
blessed relief for your indigestion,
Cunningham and George Ed of
stomach disturbances (gas, heartburn. sour "risings" after meals).
Dresden, Mr and Mrs. Carey
for normal growth in children, as
Frields, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
well as that general run-down
Frields and -daughter. Karen, Mr.
condition, and aches and pains of
md Mrs. Earl Mitchell and family Mrs. Jerry Ridgeway of Los An- Griffin of Harris spent several
if your system lacks
neuritis,
Pretty Betty Jo Prejean. 101 Vitamins B,, B,,Iron, and Niacin.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunning- geles, Calif., Mrs. Wayne Frost of days in Paragould Ark., last week.
La..
Platte.
Ville
St.,
Pine
East
E.
of
and
Long
Ridgeway
Mrs. William E.
ham of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. J. Detroit, Carlisle
Is being recomtrade her bottle HADACOL
mended by many doctors. HADAW. Bynum and Gloria Ann, Grant St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur David and Mrs. Charles Lowe says she wouldn't
for all the tea in COL is so amazingly successful
HADACOL
of
Walter
Union
in
Tenn„
afternoon
spent Monday
Bynum and daughter Margrett, Brody of Jackson,
China. By giving her system the because if your system lacks
Mr. and Mrs Sam Mathis and Ridgeway and Bettie, Mr. and City.
Vitamins it lacked. B,, B.. Iron, Vitamins Bi. '13., Iron. and Niacin
of
family
and
Sammie Jane, Miss Janelle Cunn- Mrs. Fred McCoy
Bud Ramsey has returned home and Niacin. HADACOL has given it acts directly to relieve this deRobMrs.
and
Mr.
ingham and Charles Smith of , McConnell and
after a three weeks stay in the her that wonderful HADACOL ficiency-the real cause of your
trouble. That's the kind of prodter Irvan.
Dresden.
feeling.
Fulton Hospital.
FORMER
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NEW
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kind you
A delicious dinner was served
This was their first family
Prejean's own uct you want-the
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Here
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and
Dowery
James
Mrs.
should buy-the kind you should
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE
gathering for the entire family in buffet style at the noon hour and
statement: "Befdre I started tak- start taking immediately.
MarMisses
and
Bowles
Virginia
ziame seven years.
pictures were taken in the aftering HADACOL ' I was troubled
garet Long and Ann Hornbeak of with colds all the time. Sly sys- Only One Genuine HADACOL
•
noon.
will speak at
with
weekend
the
spent
Memphis
Don't go through life suffering
tem was so run-down that I acThose who called in the afterROUTE THREE
Miss Helen Rogers.
work-I had to such fiendish torture from your
couldn't
tually
Mace
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were:
noon
quit my job. I was very nervous. stomach or aches and pains of
By Mrs. C. E. Williams •
McDade, Mrs. Orah Coffman, Mr. ' Mrs. Bud Stem and Mrs. John too; in fact, everything seemed neuritis when relief is as close at
Smith spent Tuesday in Paducah to go wrong. I started taking hand as the nearest drugstore for
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Watts,
Roy
Mrs.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Acie Phillips have
Mar- with Mrs. Wallace Cunningham HADACOL over a year ago. What sufferers from these deficiencies.
as their guests this week. Mr. Elwyn Coffman and Miss
HADACOL has done for me is Buy HADACOL today. Trial size
caret Coffman, Mrs. Franklin and Mrs. Leo Cunningham. md
Mrs.
of
James
New
Parrish
m.
p.
at 2:30
amazing-my nerves are just as bottle only $1.25. Large family or
i
Will
and
Harry
Watts
Mrs.
House,
I
York.
steady as they can be and, best hospital size, $3.50. Refuse sub_
McDade.
I
Mr and Mrs. Howard Stephens
of all. I have gained weight. With stitutes. There's only OM tams
Phone 470 for Job Printin,
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Hicks
the first two bottles of HADA- and genuine HADACOL.
md family, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
COL I gained eight pounds, and .t IMO. The Lerner* Corporation
Williams, Mrs. Bettie Williams visited Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
night.
Saturday
Stewart
and Kara Williams attended the
GET YOUR HADACOL NOW-:AT
Johnnie Dalton has been ill this
Fulton and Hickman Cpunties
back.
his
at the courthouse
week
with
past
singing, at Spring Hill Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bell of
Church north of Clinton Sunday.
Senator,
and
leader
farm
Repairing
oustanding
this
hear
to
urged
You are
Mr. and Mrs. Ode Yates report Detroit visited Mr. and Mrs. Bob
a wonderful time in their home Cannon and other relatives here If your "FM"-set isn't work- 408 Lake Street
Phones 70, 428
who will speak to you on matters of interest to the DemocraSunday, October 8. Mrs. Yates' over the weekend.
ing right, I can fix it for you
tic Party and the Farmer.
visParrish
Billie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
brothers and sisters were all tonow.
• • •
gether for the first time in nine ited Mrs. Bowlin in Fulton SunHOMER ROBERTS years. They are the children of day night awhile.
I have a complete line of batMr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins teries for portable seta. Get
Fulton Comity Democratic Chairman
the late Pete and Helen -RidgeJ. S. your new ones in time for that
way. Thcfse attending
were: and son of Memphis visited
football broadcast, fishing or
Clarence Ridgeway and Mr. and i Ladd awhile Sunday afternoon.
hunting trip or picnic!
Arthur Stewart visited Mr. and
FREE pick-up and delivery
Mrs. Charlie Stewart and son
anywhere in the immediate
Saturday night.
Fulton vicinity.
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FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:

SWEET POTATOES

Gordon,Somors& Butts

LOUISIANA GIRL THINKS
HADACOL IS WONDERFUL

REED BROS. FEEDS iSt SEEDS

Special Attention....

Fulton County Farmers
Clinton P. Anderson
Mayfield, Ky.

1

Saturday, October 14th

RADIO

e01#1,

SAFE, STEADY, (LEAN HEAT
with a KING-0-HEAT Circulator

PIERCE STATION

"HAMS"

Mrs. Emma Benifield of Dyersburg spent the weekend with her
sister, Mrs. John Matthews.
Mrs- Algie Hay and Miss Ruby

RADIO CENTER

CITY DRUG COMPANY

M. E. "Ham" Ethridge
Fulton
Phone 455

Beautifully Designed to Give You the
MOST HEAT at Greater SAVINGS!

/, Full
18-

V

Check These Comfort-Giving Money-Savin,g Advantages Far Yourself,
1. Beautiful Enamel Finish
Easy to Keep Sparklingly Clean.
2. Fast, Controllable Heat,
Holds Fire Overnight.
3. Large Combustion Chamber Burns Gases - Produces More Heat from
Every Lump of Coal.
4. Specially Designed InterFire
All
changeable,
Brick Lining.
5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of Brick Line Giving Maximum Combustion.
8. Built-in-Coal Chute and
Smoke Screen Makes
Firing Easier and Reduces Smoke to a Minimum
7. Front Swing-Type Feed
Easy
Provides
Door
Fueling.

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will hold your stoue
until you are ready for it.
Complete Line of
STOVE PIPE AND OTHER ACCESSORIES

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

Dual Cf.

mbeorrBeuhrneeart--f:;:iins
every

/

V
BIG SAVINGS on
ROUND TRIP FARES
You save an extra 10% or
more each way Old every
Greyhound Round -Trip
ticket! Ask about the big Fall
Round -Up of all kinds of
trips, tours, special features!

" Can't Beat

OneWee

Iteund•
Till

11.30 20.35
Detroit
20.20 36.40
Denver
17.50 31.50
Wash., DC
9.20 16.60
Pensacola
J'ville, Fla. 11.95 21.55
9.75 17.55
Ft. Wayne
3.80 6.85
St. Louis
7.30 13.45
Col., Ga.
5.75 10.35
Champaign
7.75 13.95
Chicago
6.95 12.55
Peoria, Ill.
3.10 5.60
Evansville
2.50 4.50
Memphis
1.80
1.00
Paducah
(Plus H. S. Tax)

UNION BUS STATION
4th & Carr

Phone 44

GREYHOUND

Power-Air
Blow
this hea
x(112 5c
tr
)itn":"
• ,Optionaj

at 'light

PARISIAN

v Auto mat,c or
ft
.

for speed, fine care.

v

i and qualify work!"

A FEW EXAMPLES

There are hundreds more

of

! There it is, when you want quick service and
gentle care! Send us your shirts, socks, under;
everything washable receives top atwear
tention!

Big

Radiant Doors!
Rich Duo
-Tone Walnut Finish!

Ask to s••

Royo/ Mod

815.

only $2100 down, as little as $1.91 a week!

Phone 14

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY - CLEANERS
-PHONE 14-

xl I II/is

DUOTHERM cztizio HEATER

Bennett Electric
217 Main Street

324 Walnut Street
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-- and inventive genius was tied up
Thursday at their home and had store again after spending a few
McCONNELL
Friday, Oct. 13, 1950 — The Fulton News —
in those few states bordering our
a crowd of relatives and friends days in the Haws Hospital.
anyone
living
North-East,
and
to enjoy the big
dinner
with
(Too late for last week)
0-f
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard Stephens,
enrollment has reached a total of
west of them were just throw
them. Congratulations, Mr. and
Phone 470 for Job Printing
Joy Stephens enjoyed a fish supof Mrs. Colley.
Brother Pat' Stephensw
6,447 students. University autha backs from the beggars of Europer
with
Mr.
and
Mrs. C.
E. ities
Freed-Harcleman
College,
Henearlier
had
predicted
States.
an
enpean
i Mr. and Mrs C. B
Kiri/tired Williams Sunday night.
derson Tennessee, delivered the
'
rollment of approximately 6,500. Accurate ....
out of that
Mr and Mrs. Robert Irvan and
But I got a jolt
Mrs. Bettie Williams, Mr. and !
regular
Sunday
morning
and
The current U. K. student body
WORKMANSHIP
farmer
a
Bettie
visiting
Ridgeway
whilst
dined
at
thought
the
Mrs.
C.
E.
Williams
and
Kara
!
To listen to the natives of the !
evening services at the Church
includes 6,046 on the Lexington
east of town. Very mysteriously of Christ Sunday, which was his Star'Cafe Thursday ,night.
Low Cost
I Sue Stephens drove to Hickman '
States away
down East
one I
campus,
173
at
the
College
of
he took me by the arm and)i1 first
Frank'Parrish spent the week- Sunday afternoon.
Watches, Clocks and Time
time at the
McConnell
would come to the
conclusion
Pharmacy
in
Louisville,
and
228
me over back of a corn cribl-Ile. Church.
cod in Memphis with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nabors visit- at the
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
that all the Thriftyness, Initiative
Northern Extension Censaid he did not want what he had
Mrs. C. W. Gregory and drove ed Mr, and Mrs. C. B. Kindred
Repaired at Low Cost by—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ter
Irlly
McCord
and
in
Covington.
The
school's
to say heard." With a thousand
from there to Nashville for
oon.
a sunaay
children
of
Union
City
visited
Personnel
Office
at
the
same
time
ANDREWS
ears right there in the crib.
Mrs. Martha Lou Kindred is reported
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. cheek up at the St. Thomas Hos1,531 students enrolled
pital
enjoying her new Tappan gas under the G.
unfolds his scheme. McCord and family Sunday-.
Jewelry Company
Then he
I. Bill.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Roberts stove this week.
"You know that I have a lot of
Mr- "Stack" Jones, whO resides
Mr. and Mrs.
Adair Cannon
honey bees and. I should make West of McConnell is a patient visited Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Kindvisited Mrs. Ruby V.
Phillips
more money off them than I am at the Jones Clinic, Fulton. His red awhile Friday afternoon.
doing." "So I have a scheme (and many friends of this vicinity wish
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of awhile Tuesday afterttponHoward Stephens fell out of
he looked all around),you know for him a speedy recovery.
Memphis spent Friday night and
the hay barn Tuesday but is up
!a bee only works during the daySaturday with Mr. and Mrs. .C.
and about with a few scratches
induce
Mr. and Mr..
Parrish attime. Now if we could
E. Williams.
and bruises.
at
him to keep busy during those tended the Mid-South Fair
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
S.
Ladd
Custom made to your size.
Mrs. Orah
Coffman
visited
1
1
!darktime hours—I will not say Memphis last Week.
Miss Myra Ann Moss spent the Juston Nanney over the week- Mrs. Martha Lou Kindred Friday
4
4
IL
I
do as Much but he
•
PERMANENT; won't rust,
IrnDICP, !that he could
end.
afternoon.
could lay up a whale of a lot of weekend with Miss Shirley Atkwon't corrode.
Mrs. Bettie Williams and Kara
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Brann and
inson of Fulton.
honey.
Mrs. Charlie Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler
• For any home or business
Mr. Fred Morris received
a Williams visited
205 Commercial For
So the other nite while I was
installation; win d,o w s
Stewart and children last Sunday were at the lake fishing Sunday.
lying in bed thinking it over I message that his sister at Hous- afternoon awhile.
Radio Maintenance
doors, porches, etc.
Mrs. Radie Kingston and Mrs.
ton, Mississippi died Sunday.
, had a very brilliant idea come
Mrs Irene Yates visited Walter Clara Williams visited Mrs. ElThen just watch our speed as Into my noodle and here it is 1 Mr. Jimmie Sallee, son of Mr.
• ANY COLOR desired.
and Mrs. James Sallee, Sr., is able Ridgeway and Bettie awhile Sat- mer Cannon awhile Sunday.
soul.
to
a
it
breath
don't
but
an expert serviceman quickly
afternoon
urday
two to return to school. Jimmie has
For Prompt Service Phone 502
We could catch about
locates your trouble. Its the
Jerry and David Webb spent 17K ENROLLS 6,447
Lightning bugs and had the whooping cough and was
thousand
Mrs.
their
aunt,
week
with
last
FOR
FALL
SEMSETER
kind of service that's made us house them put with the bees very sick for several days.
Hendrix while
their
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and daugh- Marvin
during breeding season, and cross
famous
University of Kentucky Registwould ter, Anna Lou, visited Dr. and mother, Mrs. Buster Webb was in
Olive Street
Fulton, Ky.
them and the offspring
rar Lee Sprowles reported last
the hospital.
work day and night. A bee is a Mrs. H. H. Boggess and family of
week that the school's fall term
..111=0.••••
,
Ridgeway
is
back
in
his
Walter
Murray
Sunday
afternoon.
Honest diagnosis
daylight animal and the lightning
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr.,
prowlers. What
night
are
bugs
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
entertained with a birthday dindo you think of it?"
Well Sylvestor, you are a geni- ner Friday evening for their twin
PHONE 401 •
ous and I can see right now that daughters, Alvaleen and Sylviariches." deen Moss. Those attending were:
you are on the road to
Adkinscn.
"If you hand't sworn me to sec- Misses Barbara Ann
Adkison, Peggy
recy I would like to have put it Shirley Jane
up to my friend Herschel. He is Gambill. LaQuita Teague, Edna
And Tire Company
a darn smart farmer and he has Heacirich, Carolyn .Barham, Jesmule he calls Elizabeth and she sie Hugh Butler, Sue Terrell,
205 Commercial Ave.
a darn sight smarter than he June Wallace, Myra Ann Moss,
and Joe Moss, Ray
Stover, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Gardiner and
ree.
Friends of the late Fate Cheatham, former resident of this vilre
h;hleaftorne.oxifteh4ds

BILL Harris Fork
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METAL

AWNINGS

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

CITY ElliTRIC

Wise Mothers

lage,litge e;,wet death rielke dwty
RELIEF!
NEW

our
to is
their bereavement.

For STUFFINESS,
COUGHS of COLDS

y in

FULTON ROUTE 3

Ail! ., .

t,
Wise mothers know how really
effective Vicks VapoRub is when
,
0
Sir
you rub it on.
Now, for amazing new relief
- •
4
,
when colds cause coughing, upper bronchial congestion, or that741?2.'44valMilik
"stuffed-up" feeling, modern packnee. Then . . . breathe in
mothers use VapoRub this spe- soothing, medicated vapors.
cial way, too — In steam! It' Every breath eases coughing,
brings relief almost instantly. relieves that "chokey" feeling.
Put 1 or 2 good spoonfuls of For continued relief—even
Vapollob in a vaporizer or bowl while ..ciu sleep
of boiling water, as directed in. —rub it on. too.

ICKS

Use it in steam—Rub it on, too! VvApoRue

Mrs. C. E. Williams
(Too late for last week)
_Mrs. Odor Warren, Mrs. Minnie
Croft and Dinkie Croft spent Friday With Mr. ahd -Mrs C.
B.
Kindred.
Mrs. Lizzie Foster's sisters have
returned to their home in California, Texas and! Illinois
after
visiting with her for the past few
days- Mrs. Foster is getting along
fine now.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Colley celebrated their
golden
wedding

It takes less pork

IY

fO, 4Z8

to buy residence telephone service today
than it did 10 years ago • ••

The power to re-arm
If you paid your hills with live hogs,
residence telephone service would
cost you less today than it did in
1940. In spite of the moderate incisors-in telephonsicates, the average charge for a month's residence
telephone service in Kentucky would now amount
/
2 pounds of pork on foot, as compared
to only 181
to 46 pounds in 1940.
Compare telephone service also with wages and
the cost of living. In the past ten years, hourly
wages in manufacturing plants have gone op 118%
and the overall cost of living has gone up 72%
while, in this same period, residence telephone rates
in Kentucky have advanced on the average only 46%.
In other words the price you pay for telephone
service has gone up far less than the price of hogs,
far less than wages and family income and far less
than most commodities and services you buy every
day.
Meanwhile, the amount of telephone service
available at your local service rate has increased
immensely. Today throughout most of Kentucky
you can call and be called from about twice as
many telephones at your local service rate as you
could ten years ago.
Yes, telephone service is today a bigger bargais
and a smaller item in the family budget than it was
ten years ago.

e.irsrslea OWest

ek!

Kentucky Manager

America has power, as never before —
electric power so vital in re-arming as well as
in meeting today's record-breaking civilian
needs.
The business-managed electric companies
have been building up the nation's power supply in history's greatest industrial expansion
program. Just since 1945 the nation's electric
companies have increased their power capacity by 35 per cent. Here in Kentucky the increase has been even more marked.
Kentucky Utilities Company has increased
its generating capacity 218 per cent since 1945.
The Tyrone and Green River plants have
added more than 750,000,000 kilowatt-11—as
annually to the state's potenrial power news.
With proper allocation of manpower and
materials, almost as much more capacity will
be added during the next three years. We,and
all the industry, stand ready to meet even
greater needs.
'All this is being done on the companies'
own initiative and enterprise — and financed
entirely by money from investors.

ER
'IC

The electric companies' power supply is
one of America's greatest industrial resources.
Today it includes a large reserve of unused
power capacity. And thanks to interconnec.
tions of companies'lines and farsighted power
"pooling", many of our reservoirs of power
can beinade available over wide areas.
Above all, the nation's electric power to
re-arm is backed by the loyalty, skill, and experience of electric utility men and women.
Whatever demands are made upon them they
will never fail this country in the hour of need.
They will serve, as they did in World War II,
when electricity was "never too little or too
late."

The preparedness of America's
business-managed, tax-paying
Electric Light and Power Companies Ls a matter of interest to every
citizen. These companies are continuing to build up generating capacity and reserves to a state of
defence readiness. And alliwithout a cent of government money!

KENTUCKY UTI.LEFIES COMPANY

treet
SOUTHUN RUA TILIPHON/ AND MEGRAPN COMPANY
.11=1•6.

• Mr. and Mrs..Billy Fry, Fulton, 1 Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cardwell of
:MRS. JEAN SMITH
EAST FULTON GROUP •
I ENTERTAINED WITH
are the parents of a six pound 12 Paducah spent Sunday with their
HAS MEETING WITH
STOWER ON THURSDAY
ounce baby girl, Susan Kathleen, daughter, Mrs. Norris Dame and
MRS. MACE MCDADE
, WITH MRS. ALLEN
Mrs. Jean Smith of St. Louis. born October 5 at Haws Hospital. family.
The East Fulton Group of
The Business Woman's Circle
Interests
of the First Baptist Church met WSCS of the First Methodist the former Barbara Homra, was
Monday night in the home of Mrs. Church met Monday afternoon in honored Thursday night with a
shower
miscellaneous
the heme of Mrs. Mace McDade lovely
L. E. Allen on Carr Street.
fifteen mem- given by Mrs. Sidney Rose and
in
Highlands
with
HOME
NEWS
the
called
Scearce
Myra
CLUBS
Miss
—1-SOCIETY
Mrs. Doran Coney at the home of
meeting to order and disposed of i;ers present.
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
The meeting opened vcith pray- Mrs. Rose on Jefferson Street.
the old business for the year. Mrs.
Phone 926
The living and dining roomrs
William Hinkle, president of the er oy Mrs. Irene Boar- Mrs. Pcmp
I will be at the City Hall in Fulton
General WMU installed -the fol- Einford presided over the Lusi- were attractively decorated i•
proTTIUMS
used
Smith.
ness
session.
yellow
James
ensuing
green
and
the
Mrs.
officers
for
Rudd,
lowing
Carolyn
,
MRS. JEAN SMITH
Mrs. C. J. Bowers gave an in- fusely. The beautiful shower
Miss Marjorie Puckett, Mrs. Jack year: Mrs. Verna DeMyer. circle
HONORED WITH
Mrs. Kate Humphries. ter.?sting article from Metlicdist gifts wetra arranged on the dining
Moore, Mrs. David Homra, Mrs. ':ihairman,
,
LOVELY DINNER
from 9:00 a. in. to 3:00 p. m.
Doran Colley, Mrs. Sidney Rose, first vice president. Miss Myra Women, the title. "Christian In- table which was overlaid with c
Mrs. Jean Smith, the former Miss Mary Homra, Miss Lola Seea.rce, second vice presidtnt. - vestment." Mrs. Will McDtsdrt
For the purpose of collecting 1950 State,
lace cloth and' centered with IleaMiss Barbara Homra, was honor- Homra and Miss Shirley Miami Mrs. Fostar Edwards., se‘ret:,Ty
.icle, utif,:i arrangements of mums.
grye an intereAing
County and School Taxe3. All statements paid
ed with a lovely dinner crystal
Mrs. Smith wore a 'lovely fall
and treasurer. Mrs. Guy Irby, "Chdlienging Youth- by. Glaeys
will receive 2'e discount.
and china shower Tuesday eve- GROUP C MEETS
voune people's d -lrector. Mrs. Elmodel of cold jersey with black
ning given by Mrs. Fred Homra MONDAY WITH
,
ssories. She was presented,
na DeMyer. community mission , The meeting Was di.missecl acc
at her home on Norman Street. MRS. JAMISON
prayer.
chairman, Mrs. W.111. Netherland.
c..-!)-::age of yellow and bronco
Attractive arrangements of fall
!chryanthemums tied with gold
Sheriff of Fulton County
WSCS of the .tewardshin ehairinan, Mrs. L. E.
the
C
of
Group
note
to
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
flowers added a beauty
' satin ribbon.
met Mon- Allen, Mission study chairman
Church
Methodist
••••••••••••••..
First
threethe house. A delectable
Miss Seenrce had charge Of the HAS FIRST MEETING
The guest list included: the
day afternoon at 2:30 at the atOF YEAR ON TUESDAY
course buffet dinner was served
The
theme,
"Behind.
the
program.
:honoree,
her
mother.
Mrs.
F.A.
tractive new home of Mrs. H. L.
from the beautifully appointed
Iron Curtain" from Royal ServThe Music Department of the Homra. Mrs. .Mose Homra, Mrs.
Jamison on the Martin Highway,
lace draped table centered with
ice which was very interesting Woman's Club opened its fall :Carl Puckett, Mrs. H. B. Huston.
with Mrs. 011ie Kaler and Mrs.
yellow
arrangement
of
a lovely
and instrfictive. The meeting season with a delightful dinner 'Mrs.'Rat' Hunter, Mrs. Fi-Engel.
cohostesses.
crysanthemunis flanked by flow- Opal Browder
closed with prayer by Mrs. Hin- meeting Tuesday, October 10 at , Mrs. Billy Jones, Mrs. Jack
the
opened
with
meeting
The
candelebra.
crystal
tapers
in
ing
kle.
Moore, Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. Al
6:30 at the cluhrhome.
The guests were seated at pret- reading of a Psalm followed by
During the social hour delight- ! Hostesses for the evening were: T- Owens. Mrs. David Hamra,
ty appointed card tables, center- each member repeating a Scrip- ful refreshments were served to Mesdames Maxwell *McDade. Gil- Mrs. Willie Homra, Mrs. William
Our business Is selling merchaned with arrangements of colorful ture verse and prayer which con- eight members, three visitors. son Latta, Hendon Wright, Milton ;Smith. Miss Joann Smith. Miss
dise—the best we can buy—at thr
cluded the devotional
fall flowers.
Mrs. William Hinkle, Mrs. Max Calliham, Fred Gibson and Hugh Josephine Pickle. Miss Virginia
most economical price to you. Its a
The attractive honoree wore a
Mrs. Hattie Wood, chairman, Cummings and Mrs. T. T. Harris. Pigue.
Brady. Miss Amaline Homra, Miss
beautiful fall model of fusliia presided over the business at
good business, and we like it.
A- delectable buffet supper was[Mary Homra, Miss Lob Homra,
crepe.
which time the Mission Study COPEI.AND FAMILY
served from a lace draped table Miss Carolyn Rifdd. Miss Norma
Following the dinner Mrs. Class and other Missionary in- HAS REUNION AT
But being in business in America is
centered with a lovely arrange- Phillips and Miss Marjorie PuckSmith was presented her lovely terests were discussed.
WINGO, SEPT. 30
•
ett.
more than skillful buying and selling.
merit Of fall flowers.
gifts of crystal and china, Mrs.
Mrs. J D. Davis. program chairOn Saturday evening. SeptemFollowing _ the dinner, Mrs.
It's the exercise of a fundamental right—frv,gioin to venture,
James Smith, the former Miss man, presented Mrs. Sue Schee, ber 30 the Wingo Club House was Walter Voelpel, program leader JUNIOR WOMAN'S CLUB
freedom to plan, freedom to succeed by strvipg best.
Norma Phillips, was also present- who told a most interesting end the scene for a family reunion of for the evening, presented the HOLDS FIRST MEETING
ed a _lovely gift by the hostess.
informative story of the "Origin the Copeland family. The occas- following numbers: Voice, "The OF YEAR ON TUESDAY
All freedoms stand or fall together. That's why we
The guest list included: the hon- of the First Sunday School" which ion was Mrs. Copeland's eight:- Green
Cathedral"—Whan, Miss
The Junior Woman's Club had
tcke our stand today, with the doctors of America,
oree, Mrs. F. A. Homra, Miss was in England.
eighth birthday and four genera- Barbara Roberts accompanied at its first meeting of the
year
for the Voluntary System. At home and abroad, It's
tions of the family were 7:esent. et-,,s' piano by Mrs. G. G. Bard': Tuesday evening Oct. 3 at the club-1
'Mrs. Copeland was di,i
worth defending!
lr'Yreo. "Etude" in e flat—Chopin. homeblack and were-a corsage
Mrs. G. G. Bard: Voice. "Without
A delectable pot luck supner
gardenias She gracied:•n'—Wournans. Mrs. Jack was enjoyed at 6:30 with 33 mc:e '
corned her guests assist,,..:
-. accompanied bV'Mrs'.'Wal hers present. two new mernb.
sons
and
dauphters. F • •
clpel.
Mrs. Bobby May and Mrs. Day
W. F. Jackson
Phone 10,370
-•.
F.sschll
Copeland. Mr.. Clarence
•he cenclusion of the pro- Homra and six
visitors, 111:
ret
Waggonc: and
Mrs. Yates.
Y 'S.-te soon moving to a ncw 19caton on Ma:n StL
short business session was Jack Moore, Mrs. Harold
SeaWatch for our announcimenti
Mrs. Hicks
h(H with the new - department wright. Mrs. Harry Reams and !
The dinner was served buffet chai:man, Mrs. J. C. Hancock, Miss Lois Mobley. Miss Loi:i
style after which the honoree NS as presiding.
4;Posinoxin-wAs ZT& is no maiikoi
1.Hancock and Miss Jean 'Croc'-:
presented numerous gitts for
MARRIAGES LOVE AFFAIRS, FAMILY
There were 26 members, one were represenativesof the Sen,•
which she expressed her thank. new member, Mrs. E. R. McMahan and Junior classes of .Fulton
TROUBLES. PICTURES and HANDThe group sang, "Happy 31rth- and the following visitorg. res- School.
WRITING ANALYZED FREE WITH
day" fb her.
ent. Mrs Paul Hays of Oakridee. I After the supper the regular
EACH AND EVERY READING.
Relatives attending were frcrn Tenn.. Mrs. Elizabeth -King Davis, business meeting was held with
OPEN SUNDAYS
Illinois, Indiana. Wingo: Murray. Mrs. Nell Druding. Mrs. William Mrs. Wallace Ashby, chairman,
Fulton, Bardwell, and Water Val- Blackstone. Miss Andy DeMyer. presiding. Mrs. William
Sewell
Complete Reading $1.00
ley.
:,:nd little Miss Marda Sundwick. called the roll and read the rninuMrs. Copeland is still .nergetir
ites which was followed by the
-and very active iti church Wark MISS NORMA PHILLIPS
treasurer's report.
She holds her membership at PECOMES LOVELY BRIDE
Mrs. Ralph Winstead and Mrs.
Bayou de Chein Presbs.ttlian OF JAMES HOYT SMITH
Harold Holladay were appointed
Church.
committee and
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Phillips an- as a telephone
Located Corner 4th and Lake Streets in
flounce the marriage of their Mrs. Bill Stokes was appointed
UNFEDUS
GROUP
chairmanand
Mrs.
Randall
DOWNTOWN FULTON, NEXT TO THE FULTON HOTEL
daughter, Norma, to James Hoyt
ENJOYS MEETING
Smith. son of-Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Burcham, co-chairman of the
AT CHURCH MONDAY
Tuberculosus
drive, It was voted
Smith of Dresden, Tenn.
The Uneedus Group of the
in
The impressive double ring to have the Fashion Show
First.Methodist Church met MonMarch.
'ceremony was solemnized Satday night at 7:30 at the church.
Mrs.
Ashby
then
presented Mr.
urday. October 7 at the home of
•
Hostesses were
Rev. D. L. Hill, pastor of the Bap- Braxton -Tewart, Field RepresVarden, Mrs. V. .1. Voegeli and
entative
of
the
Tuberculosus
Aslist Church in Corinth, Miss.
The lovely bride wore a fall socialion who made an interesting
Want to know who sells them
The meeting was opened with
talk
.
suit of Navy blue gabardine with
... who buys ... who rents
the song, "Into My Heart" folHostesses for the evening were:
. a pink blouse and her other acces... who repairs? You'll find
lowed by all repeating the Lord's
sories were Navy. Her corsage Mrs. Johnny :rflarpe and ltases
the products or services you
"e.s.1
Prayer.
eP6 Of'he g
Jean Atkins and Barbara RobWas pink carnations.
want —quickly. easily — in
A short business session wes
4
erts.
Mrs. Smith is a graduate of-Fulthe
'YELLOW
PAGES.'
Oat
held presided over by the presiton High School in the class of
There's
no
shopping
guide
FLAT • SEMI-GLOSS• GLOSS
dent, Mrs. J. C- Hanccck.
1949 and attended Brude's Busi_ I Mrs. Harry Plott of Centralia,
like "The Classified."
Mrs. E. L. Cooke gave an inrevs College in Martin. She is em- III" visited her father, T. M. Lxteresting program based on the
urn
for
several
days
this
week.
SOUTHERN SELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANw
loved in the office of Henry I
Week of Prayer. Mrs. Alex LeI Mrs. Paul Hays and children,
A rt kill haw.' wall ,
Siegel Company.
neave
gave
the
devotional
and
an
tiaiiit that Losers
Mc. Smith is a gtaduate of ,the Sarah Helen and Melinda of Oak
article on "Training of the
with
one coat!
Dresden High School in the class Ridge, Term., are visitine her
5. ,hea ••••
Threes."
f
He attended the Univer- t mother, Mrs. J. J. Owen in
Refreshments were served to 30
.Ponssuace PAINTS
shy el Tennessee Junior College lands .
regular
members
and
three
vi
-..e7r
,
"" //1122 •a".•
:n Martin and Is/Member of the I Miss Joan Nelms of Memel
'itors, Mrs. Paul Hays, Miss Ma -Tennessee NatiorNI Guard, At the ,spent the weekend with her
iorie Holder and Mrs. Warren
present he is employed at the lents, Mr. and Mrs. Loren Nelm
:David.
Frown Shoe Company in Dresden. i on Fairview AveWOMAN'S
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CIRCLE MEETS

FOR WOMEN

Ohic
Croc
M:
her
Gorc

NOTICE TO
TAXPAYERS

SATURDAY ETHER 14
J. T. DAVIE,

p

ith

Fortune Teller

FREEDOM?

Jackson's Drug Store

Tells Past,
Present and Future

With This Ad

2

fOAAIN

Mc

1

50c

‘744
4404aid,/

WALLH I DE

1t41Z P4/4/7" PITIssiros

WARM MORNING

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass — Wall Pappers
210 CHURCH STREET

GENERA/.

PHON.I. 909

ELECTRIC

WASHERS AT NO ADVANCE IN PRICES!
and
Look What You Get!
1 Set Twin Tubs on Stand
24-pc. Cannon Sheet and
Towel Set.
ALL FOR ONLY

$119-95

1

We have a lim:ted
number of these sets to
)ffer at this price before,
SATURDAY. OCT. 22
You can buy this seniational value on easy
terms of only $12. down
and 18 months to pay
balance.

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE (0
208 Lake Street

•••••••

Phone,l

EASTERN STAR
‘111.1MIM/mgmo Open a Dotty Budget Account
I ENJOYS MEETING
TUESDAY EVENING
.Fulton City Chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star met in
regular stated meeting Tuesday
'night at the Masonic Hall.
This was the first meeting for
the newly elected officers. The
'meeting was called to order by
I Virgil Carper, Worthy Patron,
I who invited the Worthy Matron
'and other 'officers to enter the
I Chapter room.
A lengthy business session was
White Only!
conducted by the Worthy Matron,
Sizes 32 to 44.
Mrs. Cecil Wiseman.
Mrs. Kate Humphries, Mrs.
Tailored only
Fred Patton and Mrs. Opal Fay
Outland were
candidate
for
4 gored cut
membership and were impressively initiated.
Mrs. Foster Edwards was reinstated and Mrs. Mattie Newsom
came into the chapter by affiliation from Grenada, Miss.
Forty five members and one
visitor, Mrs. Claude Howell, of
Akron, Ohio were present.
REGULAR
During the social hour delightful refreshments of cider, gingerbread and Halloween candy was
served from an attractive decorated table carrying out the HalNow—at gift buying time—
lowe'en motif.
The hall and Chapter room was
we today received 300 of them.
also attractively decorated with
marigolds and other fall flowers.
It
is a grand value every woman
Several Star members will attend Grand Chanter in Lobisville
loves—NYLON!
'he week of the 23.

YOUR LAST CHANCE!

NYLON
CREPE SLIPS

NO OTHER STOVE
,

LIKE IT!

• Semi-automatic magazine

I

feed-holds 100 lbs. of coal.
Heats all day and

night

without refueling...,
• Burns any . kind of coal,
coke, briquets.
• Exclusive patented interior construction.

LOOK INSIDE—

$298

See the Difference!
In the WARM MORNING
exceptional heating efficiency is obtained as the result of an exclusive interior
desbm. Specially designed
firebrick corner flues assure
combustion of volatile gases
given off by bituminous
coal. and allow a uniform
'•coking" process to take
place in fuel magarine-thus
-aving fuel and greatly reducing smoke. These firebrick flues also aid combustion of anthracite

$3.98 VALUE

Miss Amelia Parrish, a student
of the University of Kentucky,
vent the weekend with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs- J. W
Ellege and attended the Homecoming game.
Miss Martha Walker of Highland Academy in Fountainhead
renn., spent last weekend wit:
Mr. and Mrs. James Further.

Prices Start at —

$3750
INC.

McDade Furniture Co.
319 - 23 Walnut

SEE OUR WINDOWSMIll

[
1

fullon

ell of
their
s and

Mrs. Claude Howell of Akron.
Ohio is the guest of Mrs. Marvini
Crocker on Eddings Street.
Mrs. Roper Fields is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Billy Gene
Gordon and family in Denton,

Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Norman
have moved from the home of
Mrs. Ben Norman on Mapel Ave.
to their newly purchased home on
Collingwood in South Fulton.

Crutchfield - Mrs. Gerald Bin- Friday, Oct.
13, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page 7
ford, Mrs. Roy Jarvis.
Fulton - Mrs. C. B. Jones, Mrs.
land, Mrs. Erwin Bard.
J. H. Lawrence.
Western - Mrs. Carl Mikel,
Hickman - Mrs. J. 0. Johnson, Mrs. L. B.
Abernathy.
Mrs J. E. Smith.
Montgomery - Mrs. Paul LoPhone 410 for Job Printing
gan, Mrs. Olan Gray.
MS-1664
•
Palestine - Mrs. Frank Stroud,
Seniors News
neon sign everytime she sees J'S?
GET
YOUR
Mrs. John Verhine.
FRI - SAT OCTOBR
This is the end of the fifth week! M M, who is it you've got your
Rush Creek - Mrs. Charles
and we'll be having to study (far eye on?
G L has had her mine on a cer- Adams, Mrs. Harvey Bondurant.
a change) for six weeks tests.
13 -14
-atEX is now 17. She was given tain Junior boy lately but she
Sylvan Shade - Mrs. Clyde
seems
to
Ford's
Liquor
Store
have
changed
it.
I won- 1 Linder, Mrs.'Isaac Shuff.
a surprise birthday party and
Feature No. 1.
. .
•
s now.
4th & Lance Near Underpass
i.lost of the Senior. girls attended.
Victory
Mrs.
Harold
CopeS
W
come,
on
and
tell
us
who
r
n
BT was last seen with TM.
Wonder what MF thought about he is. We won't spill the beans.
Why does C J get the giggles!
But she was seen with JMW
ad she didn't seem to care about evcrytime she sees Mr- Jaco or
•
Mr. Bentley?
TNT.
Seems like E J M has her eyes
We hear BOB turned down a
date with TO to go with DL?. toward J H .
Double Fun for Everyo n e!
Poor B L D, seems she is still ,
Maybo she is set on DL now. BAA .still hasn't given us a carrying the torch for E B.
P H did you really go to Covhint as to who her fellow is.
Feature No. 2
BB was seen at the show Sun• ington to see the football game or
ANNIVERSARY BRAND
to see someone who played on the
day night with TN.
Is JC still being seen in Mar- team.
Who has S J got her eyes on?
tin.
Where are BSJ, BR, KJ and Come on, Shirley, don't be bashful.
KM hiding out lately?
Per entertaining hi a grand manner-serve
Why does B C get jittery everyBJG just seems to waitlor the
THE ARIZONA
time she sees D K.
COVISOT
weekends. We all know why.
Bardenheier's Fine Wines. 21 popular varieLS and JV are still dating NE What are you reading this for?
ties - a wine to suit every ta.ste and occaHA HA Ha Ha ha hahe
and DP so we hear.
sion.
Wow! MLB we sure wish we MORE MORE ,MOREMRI
had your luck with that bey ;
Buy a bottle of your favor;te wine today
CAYCE HIGH SCHOOL
friend of yours.
Did SA finally give in, BC?
7
Freshman News
BAR DENHEIER'S WINE CELLARS
Say, DC, who made a 100 on
Est. 1873
St. Lows 6,Mo.
The Freshman class is sorry to
their spelling? Was that AM sit- say they have lost a very good
ting with you during your spell- member, Barbara Bazzell, who
ing test.
has left us to go to Chicago.
We hear AN has a crush to put
Friday everyone was running
it mildly on DGG. Is that so,A?
around all excited. No wonder!
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Why does ESC rush over to , The school pictures came in .
the Bulldog?, Is it to see RFH. There certainly were a lot of
OCT. 15 - 16. 17
who stays over there quite a lot. Frosh running around at the carWe wish everyone would ei-e nival Friday night.
out with a little gossip ro we
could let the world in on it. As mCIELIEMEIM0111111=112'1
of now we don't know mush.
-

School. News

0.11PHEUM.

Fulton High School News

salute

AMERICAN MEDICAL PROGRESS

are pleased to place our name beside thosepf other
liberty-loving Americans who throughout the Nation today
reaffirm their adherence to the principle of troditional
American enterprise and initiative. We believe firmly that
in all fields-from industry to the arts. from agriculture
to medicine-America has proved to the world that.
THE VOLUNTARY WAY IS THE AMERICAN

Bennett Drug Store
211 Main Street

Phone 11

For Sixty years
since 1890
. we have faithfully and
accurately compounded prescriptions and served the drug
needs of F.ulton and its area.
oar

FARM

QLo
Lnogw Terms

LOANS

uick Service
INSURANCE
ATKINS, HOLMAN & FIELDS
Fulton, Kentucky

Most Complete Stock

In West Kentucky

on

1

NO
iciredor
ted

tire

NeS

DUFF

:rm
the
hus
rereus-

Bardenheier Wine

Adds So Much—Costs So Little

REX
ALLEN

October
FURNITURE SPECIALS

/is hic.eecue

Junior News
Has that old spark between SM
and GM begun to burn again?
Tell us, kids.
Phone 237
442 Lake Street
GB, who were you seen at the
dance with Friday night? Was it
PH?
4
DLP, why don't you make up
your mind? Which one of the
Senior girls will it be?
GY is still going with her old
flame, JB.
Buyers of Red Oak, White Oak, Ash
LH has been seen lately with
BP.
Poplar, Walnut
Does JAL still have a crush on
that South Fulton boy?
DM, when are you going t3
give the girls a chance?
YF, why do you have to keep
it a secret? Who is it?
Jackson, Tennessee
Well, PC and HS, it will soon
H. C. ANSHUTZ
be a year? Still feel the same?
CALI. or %%RITE
Union City, Tenn.
We saw PM with TN at the
Phone: 546-XW.
dance Friday night. Could there
be something to this?
JN is it someone from F. H. S.
or did you leave someone at Grenada?
Who are HW and JT going with
these days?
Whose ring has DPB got on
these days?
BD, is it still RP?
.
NVe are all looking forward to
Friday because we get out of
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93 school. The 'teachers go to Murray and therefore we are going te
*get a holiday.
Freshman News
Seems like D M S was please0
with S A Saturday night. Wonder
why?
Why is it C J has been all smile.
since Friday night?_
eTilaiastiicohltrtrausss
harness of leather,
J A, why is it you like Cayce so
THROW AWAY
belts.
well? Could B J K have anything
ITS HERE - TIIE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
to do with it?
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
;
Approved by Doctors-Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
Why is it that P A doesn't like
greatest discovery for rupture - Last Indefinitely - Always
GW?
Clean - No Odors - Featherweight
Why does G S B light up like a
Phone 70-428
WESLEY NEWS
• 908 Lake Street
Rev. McMinn preached a good
sermon to a very appreciative
Next to Fulton Bank
Fulton, Ky.
audience Sunday at 11 o'clock.
We were happy to have several
visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McAlister of Tuscon, Ariz., have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Will Weatherspoon and other relatives. They
left for their home Thursday.
District Suot. Earl G. Hamlett
and wife of Amarilla, Texas attended the U. S. Conference of
Districts superintendents of the
Methodist conference held in Indianoplis, Ind., All superintendents in the states were there but
six.
Unico
Dr. and Mrs. Hamlett came by
Thursday to visit his sister and
PERMANENT ANTI-FREEZE
family, Mrs. Leon Wright. While
Quart Cans
95e
.
here they visited in Hickman with
Gallon Cans..............$330
his aunt, Mrs. Cook and son. They
also visited in Clinton, Water
Permanent Type ... Ethylene glycol plus inhibitors to
Valley and Fulton. They saw
many of their old friends and
protect your motor and radiator. It won't evaporate, it's
wanted to see many more but
practically odorless, and completely safe.
couldn't because of their short
visit. They left Saturday for home
Unice
by way of Dallas where they will
visit his two daughters and their
METHANOL TYPE ANTI-FRIEZE
families and his brother, Dr. G.
A low-cost, straight synthetic anti-fneeze containing special
A. Hamlett.
rust and evaporation inhibitors.
Mrs. Jack Mahr of Chicago is
spending a few days with her
One Gallon
;tie
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Five Gallons
Wright.
The ladies of the allifSCS of Wesley will attend A meeting in Fulton this week and also spend all
day meeting with Crutchfield's
society.
Mrs. Warren Dodson is in the
Phone ::59
Mayfield Hospital very sick for
I ill ti
402 Main St.
the past week.

LOGS AND TIMBER

WOOD-MOSAIC CO., Inc.

For Fine Liquors

RU'TURE

$99.50

2 pc. SOFABED SUITE

$69.95

The selection and making of
bedspreads was the subject of the
5 pc. CHROME DINETTE .. . . . $39.95
first of two Home 'Furnishing
training meetings for this year.
CHROME CHAIR withARMS . . . . $5.95
This meeting was held Friday,
October 6 in the Hickman Homemakers Club Room from 9:00 a. m.
GLASS DOOR UTILITY CABINET. .$13.95
to 3:00 p. m. with twenty-three
leaders present. The training
IRON BED COMPLETE with SPRINGS and
school was conducted by Miss
Venice Lovelady, Specialist in
Home Furnishing from UniverCOTTON MATTRESS
$24.95
sity oi Kentucky. Miss Lovelady
stressed the purpose and standSUMMERDALE, SEALY INNERSPRING
ards to be considered in selecting
bedspreads if buying and discussMATTRESS, 49.95 Value ... $39.95
ed the making of tailored or slipcovered type spreads. She demon- ,
strated the making of tuffted or
SIZE 515 PET OAK HEATER. .. • $16.50
candlewick spreads.
The leaders made tuffted pillow
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
$9.95
tops to use as rngilels in giving
the lesson to their clubs. This
•
,
model will also make a useful
bedroom pillow.
"Use our Easy Payment Plan"
The following leaders and substitutes were present.
Bennett - Mrs. M. E. Dews, ,
Mrs. Bill Holland.
Brownsville - Mrs. Leonard
Phone 1
208 Lake Street
Jones, Mrs. Guy Barnett.
Cayce - Mrs Sam ;Holly.
tHEIMOOMOMMOninMiiitc
ea2=121IPIGIO1111111131MMICIRSIMIW2=061 12EMIMININIMM1111=

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO

FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
Is pleased to announce

Now!

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

This picture is playing
in this section .of .the
South before it is generally released All-over
the U.S.!
can
it first
You
in
the country-it is

SEE

GOOD

Has a wonderful cast of

JOSEPH COTTEN
LINDA DARNER
JEFF (HANDLER
CORNEL WILDE
IN

TWO FLAGS
The story of four —
Their Lives
their
Loves
their Glory

that

ANTI-FREEZE

Extra ! Hot

WEST

FULTON, KENTUCKY

CITY DRUG CO
Get your

4 pc. BED ROOM SUITE
i

CIVIL WAR DAY$,

"Pete" Peterson

Wed.- Thur. - OCT.

18 - 19
IMe “re-411med ow* 44
AIL TM IC/NO'S MN

has joined its sales. staff.

ht• groat toast. drama I ,..,-'

'I
mew Walls
tom.

Pete invites all of his friends to drop in and see him at our store.
He will appreciate your patronage
-ye

11100ENICE

MEI

tORI

CRAWFORD DREW IRELAND
"LARGEST STOCK GE WHISKIES, GINS, WINES IN WEST KENTUCKY"

out[DWI BUCHMAN 7FD 4, OwOi W0ar •,1 Nailed!
LIONE1 HOUSE, Ora. Or 1.41t tkitOT

Always the
4th Street, Extended, near the underpass.
P. U. F01:11

HOGAN

POLLY YATES

PETE

BEST in

Entertainment!
The PLACE To
PerttesoN

Go For A Relaxing

—TREAT—

reunion at the home of Mr.
—.The Fulton News — Friday, Oct. 13, 1950 family
and Mrs. Clyde Linder Sunday.

Fulton Route Four,

Fulton Route One

Mr. and Mrs. Carl B. Henderson
are the proud parents of a daughter born at the Fulton Hospit.
Friday morning. She has been
named Sheila Marie.

i.
is and i or religious institutions.
I to pay.
BEAUTY BRIEFS
Penalties: Revocation of dealHome repairs, alterations
For a quick "facial", slather on
1
er's
license
or
up
to
one
year
,in
improvements — 10 . per
cent
docvn, maximum 30 months - to I it)il and a $5,000 fine for willful cleansing cream before you pop
Iviolation of the regulations.
into your bath. The steam from
(
!the tub will open, the pores and
Here are the main installment ! For regulated items costing less
To iron sheer fabrics that dry ; the cleansing action of the cream
that went !than $100 there is no down payregulations
buying
ment required. But the same time out quickly, place a damp cloth will do "a thorough job as you
into effect Sept. 18.
under
the material.
•
bathe.
Automobiles — one-third down !limit as for costlier items in sam,a.maximum of 21 months to pay. ; category.
t.•
Refrigerators, stOves,
deep. Restrictions do not apply
freezers, television and radio sets, ; charge accounts.
air conditioners, washing
ma- • Specific exemptions
include:
chines,
ironers, phonographs, ' loans for education, medical, denvacuum cleaners — 15 per cent tal or funeral expenses, for fire
down, maximum 15.months
to ; or casualty insurance premiums,
pay.
securities, and loans to govern. Furniture and rugs — 16 per for purchase of real estate
or
cent down, maximum 18 months ment agencies, and
educational

CREDIT BUYING
. CURBS IN BRIEF

(Too Late for last week)
Joyce Cruce
Sue Clark
(Too late for last week)
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday night guests of Mr.
Mrs.
ROCK SPRINGS
and Mrs. Hoyt Griffin and son, 0. G. Clark were: Mr. and
Glenn, were: Mr. and Mrs. Duke Junior Cruce, Homer Underwood,
Nettie Lee Copelen
Aline
Morgan,
Crews and daughter, Nancy, Mr. Sue and Albert
and Mrs. Junior Cruce and son, Wilkerson, Jimmy Sellars, BobLynda
May Haynes visited
Mrs.
by Pillow, Russell Sellars, Har- Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott SunRonnie.
Flatt.
Dale
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cruce and old Cook and
day.
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs.
and Mrs.
children visited Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Brown
Tom Howell were: Mattie HowLes Cruce Sunday.
Pillow and spent a few days this week with
ell, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Tom Allen is improving
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown.
children.
and is now able to be up and doMrs. Ora Elliott visited • Kelly
Wilkerson
and
Mrs. N. F.
ing her work.
grandchildren visited Mrs. 0. G. Moore"and Winnie Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Crum and Clark Monday night
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen and
son, Ronnie, spent Sunday with
Glenda Henderson spent Tues- Marie spent Friday afternoon
Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G.
day night with Shelby Clark.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs A.
Friday night guests of Mr. and
Sue Clark visited Aline Wilker- E. Green.
Mrs. Robert Brcfckwell were: Mr. son Monday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Brown and
and Mrs. Marvin Stories and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Meadows of Mr and Mrs. Arnie Brown motorBettie Lou, Mr. and Crutchfield, Route I
daughter,
announce ed to Cairo Friday.
Pannell, Mr. and the marriage of their daughter,
Mrs. Luther
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Copelen of
Mrs. Les Cruce, Mr. and Mrs Sue, to Albert Morgan of May- Mayfield spent
Saturday night
Junior Cruce and son.
field_ Their many friends wish and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. McMachens spent Satur- them a long and happy married Elmoore Copelen and family.
day night with Mr. and Mrs. W.
Mrs Elizabeth Elliott spent SatR. Cruce and family.
urday afternoon with Mrs. WilMr. and Mrs. Robert Myers and
lena Veatch.
redaughter, Ruth Ann, have
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
turned home after a short visit
spent awhile Friday night with
brother in
Myers'
with MrsMr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch.
Miss Clarice Boadurant
Indiana.
June Henderson was a weekend
Miss Oletha Owens and L. E.
Mr. and Mrs. James McMurry visitor of Martha Kay Copelen.
Bynum were married Sunday at and daughters, Clara and Rubye
Brother Blackburn and son
Liberty Baptist Church- We wish Louise visited Carl McMurry, visited awhile Sunday morning
happiness through the years to who is a student at Murray State with Bob Veatch and family.
and College Sunday afternoon.
the couple much success
COMP.
Mrs. Willie Scearce and TomPhone 470 for Job Printing
mie visited Willie Scearce, who is
in Kennedy Hospital in Memphis
Do you suffer distress from.
this past weekend.
Cynthia Oliver of Fulton spent
the weekend with her grandparents, Mr- and Mrs. Roy Cruce.
Mrs. Neal Scearce is visiting
her daughters, Mrs.J. Fletcher
and Mrs. Taylor and family in
Memphis. She is also visiting her
which makes you
son, Willie Scearce, who is in KenNERVOUS several
days 'before'?
nedy Hospital.
A large crowd attended the carDofemalefunctional monthly
nival at the school Friday night.
ailments make
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bonduryou suffer pain,feel so strangely
restless, weak—at such times,
ant, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Arrington
or just before your period?
and Mrs. Clara Carr spent SaturThen start taking Lydia K
day in Paducah shopping.
Plnkham's Vegetable ComMr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
pound about ten days before
to relieve such symptoms.
Donna of Milan, Tenn., spent the
Pinkham's Compound works
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
through the sympathetic nerCruce and Mrs Ella Holly.
vous system. Regular use of
Lydia Pinkham's Compound
Joe B. Wall, who is attending
helps build up resistance against
college in Godman, Miss., spent
this annoying distress.
the weekend with Mrs. Octavia
Truly the woman's friend?
Wall.
Note: Or you may prefer
Lydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS
Mrs Effie Roper visited Mr. and
with added iron.
Mrs. Will Copeland
Sunday
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S afternoon.
•• VEGETABLE COMPOUND•
Mrs. Clara Carr, Mrs. Inez
RUNNING AMERICA
Meneese and Nannie attended a

!Pay.

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - 7 LAMPS

DUPE
I MILK CO.

citazILA"
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED
212
find our
Cheeses are surprising
In making snacks
More appetizing.

BARGAIN PRICES

Cayce News
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WEAKNESS
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ging
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ridly

PURE MILK CO.

COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION

SERVICE AND QUALITY

'Standard Oil Products"
East State Line

PHONE 813J

Fulton
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is the jointjob of 150,000,000 people. It's the biggestjob in the world today
—keeping it running for liberty and for freedom. And the whole world's watching to see
whether Americans can do it!

SEED
FOR FALL SOWING!
Barley
Rye
Wheat
Fescue
Ladino Clover
Winter Turf Oats
Red Top
Red Clover
Orchard Grass
Rye Grass
Turnip Seed
Vigo and other Wheat

Let Us

CLEAN YOUR SEED!
WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

Authorized dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS

See
for sour farm and
name 'weds. Good stocks

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including—
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens,
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for graving and finishing pigs,.

I

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We ran sweeten it with molasses.

IN MUCH OF THE WORLD today, the people have resigned from running their own countrie8.

Others have been quick to step in—first with promises of "security"—and then with whips
and guns—to run things their way. The evidence is on every front page in the world, every day.
FREEDOM COMES UNDER ATTACK. The reality of war has
made every American think herd about the things he's willing to work
and fight for—and freedom leads the list.
But that freedom has been attacked here recently—just
as it has been attacked in other parts of the world. One
of the most serious threats to individual freedom has
been the threat of Government-dominat
Compulsory
Health Insurance,falsely presented as a new guarantee
of health "security" for everybody.
THE PEOPLE WEIGH THE FACTS. In the American manner, the
people studied the case for Socialized Medicine—and the case against it.
They found that Government domination of the people's medical
affairs under Compulsory Health Insurance means lower standards
of medical care, higher payroll taxes, loss of incentive, damage to
tesearch, penalties for the provictit, rewards for the improvident.
They found that no couriky on earth can surpass America's leadership in medical care and progress. They
found that able doctors, teachers, nurses and scientists
—working in laboratories where Science, not Politics, 'rs
master—are blazing dramatic new trails to health for
Americans—and for the world.
'ME "GRASS ROOTS" SIGNALS CONGRESF.. In evory COMPmunity in the Nation, people stood up to be counted on this important issue. Thousands of local women's clubs, civic groups, farm,
business, religious, taxpayer, medical, educational and patriotic organ-

izations spoke out—giving the great United States Congress its
unmistakable Grass Roots signal from home!
And over watchful, ever sensiti,ve to an alert people,
The Congress saw that signal, and heard the people
soeak out, loud and plain. That's democracy in action.
14.tat's the American way!
Today among the 10,000 great organizations on militant public
record against "Compulsory Health Insurance" are:
General Federation of
Women's Clubs
American Farm Bureau
Federation
National Grange
Veterans of Foreign Wars
National Conference of
Catholic Charities
American Protestant
Hospital Association

American Legion
National Association of
Small Business Men
United States Chamber of
Commerce
National Association of
Retail Grocers
National Retail Dry Goods
AssociatTan
American Bur Association

• Doctors of this Nation aro grateful that the people
refused to be wooed by the fantastic promises of this
un-American excursion into State Socialism.• Doctors
of America are dedicated to serve their fellow citizens
at home and their comrades in uniform, wherever service to this Nation may take them.• And the thing they
stand ready to fight for—to sacrifice for—to die for-1
not the alien way of life of Socialism, but the prideful
security of a free and self-reliant people!

THE VOLUNTARY WAY IS THE AMERICAN WAYI
• Throughout the Nation, free men and women, working and planning
together, are finding the American answer to every question of medical
service, care and cost. Hundreds of Voluntary Health Insurance Plans are
in healthy competition—sponsored by doctors, insurance companies, hospitals, fraternal organizations—by industry, agriculture and labor.• Today

in America-70 militia people are, protected by Voluntary Health Insurance! • Throughout the Nation, *lilies are insuring themselves against
the major costs of illness—at reasonable, budget-basis prices. Voluntary
Health Insurance takes the economic shock out of illness. Protect your
family now.•For information, ask your doctor—or your insurance man.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

r.4

An American's greatest heritage is the right to learn the facts—and to speak his mind.
Maintained with honor and used with sincerity—that right trill guarantee forever that

and yowtileiyh6vtIi'ma amniat.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

PHYSICIANS OF THIS COMMUNITY PARTICIPATED IN PAYING FOR THIS SPACE

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION • NATIONAL EDUCATION CAMPAIGN
ONE NORTH LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO. ILUBIOIS
•••
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Northwest Weakley
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ing the fence fell and was serThere will be Bible Study or
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owens and
DUKEDOM
iously injured. She was taken to preaching at the Oak Grove
girls visited her uarents Mr. and
the hospital where she remained Church of Christ every Sunciay
Joyce Taylor
Mrs. Rube Stanfield Sunday afive days and is now convalesc- night. Come out and be with us
By Mrs. Roy Watts
Mrs. Rube Stanfield is suffering while.
ing at her stepdaughtei's, Mrs. and lets study together.
from a nervous breakdown.
Shirley Wiggins was the weekWess Jones and wife were dig- Thelma Haygood.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owens and end guest of Arthur Lene Hicks.
Harold Muzzall was dismissed
ging potatoes last week when one
WEST STATE LINE girls attended the show in Fulton
Mrs. Tennie House and Mrs
of the little ones fell and hurt from Jones Hospital last Friday
By Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Saturday night.
Ruth Weems were the guests of
himself. Mrs. Jones started hur- and is home noW doing fine. '
Mesdames
Tennie
House
and
Mrs. Evaline Yates Saturday.
ridly to the house and in climbThere was an overflowing
Men are working siard in our
community trying to save their crowd at the Mission Sunday aft- Ruth Weems visited Mrs. Maggie
Peggy Casey spent Friday night
Weems
at
the
home
of
her
daughhay while we have few days of ernoon. Rev. Earl Baird did the
and Saturday in Fulton.
sunshine. Joe Terrell has housed preaching. After the services Rev. ter Mrs. Nell Hainline Friday.
The majority of the Bethlehem
500 bales this week.
Baird baptized five in Bob White's 'Frances Copeland spent Tuesday night with Arthur Lone Hicks
Curt Muzzall with helpers are pond on the Mayfield Highway. and attended the M. Y. F. meeting Sunday School attended preaching services At the Chapel Hill
Dan Collier has been right sick held at the home of
picking corn with their new corn
Larry Breed- Methodist Church on the South
picker and it is working nicely of asthma and was out of school loves.
Fulton Circuit Sunday. morning
For yourself,
Len Wilkerson and family have for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. V.—Taylor visit- and were entertained at the noon
for your family,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charlie
Phillips
moved from the Pelmet place
ed Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore Tues- hour in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
for your friends
and sons, Charles ant Robert, day night awhile.
over close to Latham.
Raymond Colt- Paul Cathey of Fulton.
. . . a picture
spent Sunday in Fulton and at- harp was another caller.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hendon and tended church at
says more than
Tremon Rickman and Mrs. Ruth
the Mission.
Mrs. Boaz House was the guest
family of Milan, Tenn., Mr. and
a thousand
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom of Mrs. T. C. House and Mrs. Ruth Weems were in Fulton WednesMrs. Herman Potts and son,'Randay on business.
spent , a while Friday evening Weems one day last week.
words.
dall, Jessie Riggs took Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Sanders
dinner
with
Mr.
and
Mrs. Roy and Edna Virginia.
Make an Apand family -or Mayfield visited
pointrnent today Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Petty, Mr. Mrs. Addie Casey, Lila Mae and
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton and
Mrs. Riggs his gone to Chicago
son have moved back home on the and Mrs. Tom Polsgrove, Mr. and Margaret Sunday.
due to her daughter's illlness.
Middle Road after staying with Mrs. Almos Poslgrove and chilMrs. Walter Moore left for St.
his parents for the past several dren, Sandra and Jimmie, attendLouis Friday to be with her
ed the sifting at Shady Grove Social progress makes the wellweeks.
212 Commercial
Fulton daughter-in-law for an operabeing of all more and more the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bazzle and Church Sunday afternoon.
tion Saturday. We are ail hopPHONE 693
daughter left on Monday of last Sunday night guests of Mr. and business of each; it binds all closing she gets along alright.
week for the west for Mr. Bazzle's Mrs. N F. Polsgrove were: Joe er and closer together in bonds
Collins, Mr. and Mrs. G. C.-Petty from which none can escape. —
health
Henry George.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Burke at- and Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce.
tended the funeral of Mrs. Charles
Harrison at Palestine Church on
Wednesday afternoon of this past
week. Mrs. Harrison died Tuesday afternoon after being ill for
several months. She was thl‘
mother of Jeff Harrison on Middle Road.
Sherrell Olive spent Friday
night with his grandparents in
FOR A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Brown onICarr Street.
Filling prescriptions is an important part of our busiMr. and Mrs. 'Hillman Collier
ness. But today, for a change, we are taking the liberty of
America is the healthiest great
and children spent awhile Sunwriting one—after long and careful thought. Here it is:
Nation in the world. Americans
'day evening with Mr. and Mis.
t
live more abundantly than anyte.
Thomas Allen and sons near FulPURCHASE Voluntary Health Insurance.
peopi• in the world.
45‘.
ton.
PRESERVE the American medical system.
Mrs. Thomas Bruce .and son'
PROTECT freedom all along the line.
Not because somebody passed a law. But because the found;spent Monday afternoon y ith
ing fathers were WISE. Because they turned away from de- 'Mrs. Mary Collier and Linda
and
pendence on Government. Because they believed that real
Don.
security is based on individual initiative.
Mrs. Thelma Grissom snent
Americans today believe that, too. That is why America is the
Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
symbol of human Freedom the bulwark of world-liberty!
Ruth
Watts.
The strength of America is the product of creative, free initiaThe farmers of this community
tive. America's health is the best in the world. A free medical
are
taking
profession will keep it so. .
advantage of these
PHONES 70, 428
408 LAKE STREET
nretty days in getting their corn
Freely, without compulision, over 70 million Americans hayi
gathered
and
secured the best medical care in the world.
wheat drilled.
Mrs. Dailey Wilson visited her
goaAAyttS nIS AMIS0
4°
mother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
011ie McClain over the weekend.
Mrs. Wilson lives in Mayfield.
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Memory Lives
In Pictures

Gardner's Studio

IS SELLING HEALTH!
OUR SERVICE TO THIS COMMUNITY HAS MUCH IN COMMON WITH THAT OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.
The wholesome diet of American families—and the place of
milk in that diet—has a lot to do with the high standard of
health our country has achieved.
Because our product is essential to good health, we believe
that every argument against socialized medicine also could be
made against a socialized dairy business.
In fact, every great Nation that has tried socialized medicine
has gone onto socialize other businesses and other industries
and other professions.
AMERICA HAS NO PLACE FOR PERMANENT
GOVERNMENT CONTROLS BORROWED FROM
FOREIGN LANDS.IT HAS NO PLACE FOR SOCIALIZED MEDICINE, SOCIALIZED RAILROADS, SO-

HEALTHY, WEALTHY
AND

City Drug Company

EVANS DRUG CO.

CIALIZED POWER, SOCIALIZED MANUFACTURING ... OR SOCIALIZED DAIRIES!
We believe—and all experience prove—that free men do the
best job of running industry, professions and business.
THAT'S WHY TODAY WE PUBLICLY REAFFIRM OUR
FAITH IN AMERICAN INITIATIVE, AMERICAN PROGRESS,
AMERICAN FREEDOM

PURE MILK CO.

1

SERVICE AND QUALITY
PHONE 813J

NE VOWNTARYWAYjME

Fulton Route Four

YOUR Re,
zaii STORE

By Joyce Cruce

216 Lake Street
Phones 95, 795
"Dependable Prescription Service in
Fulton for 26 Years"
-•••

Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cryce and
con, Ronnie, visited Mr. and Mrs.
; Les Cruce Wednesday night.
I Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wayne Hutchisonand son, Jerry, have been
I visiting Mr. and Mrs. Love Hutchison this week.
I Alvin D. Cruce spent Thursday
!night with Mr. and Mrs. Junior
!Cruce.

A DAIfe••

Nothing Something
-methiog
"
Its
:

on old trick of the curbstone pitchman
to offer you Something for Nothing
'1141 yox what Tm going to do, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am goitsg.to give you, absolokay free..." 00
Yes, it's an old trick. But it's still a popular one. Salesmen of Socialism use it the world over. Yet when analyzed, their Something for Nothing always turns out to

WE DON'T HAVE A THING AGAINST DOCTORS, BUT...
\Muldn't it be wonderful if the old adage came true, and by just selling'apples we could
keep all sickness away?

tt

It would be such a simple solution to the problem of medical care that even the doctors,
would welcome it—even though it meant they'd have to look around for something else to do.
,today have soiaething in common with the medical profession.
But seriously, we
So do you. We all are faced by a socialistic threat to our freedom.
Our business is manufacturing merchandise. It's a good business. It's good because

be-NOTHING FOR SOMETHING!
That isn't the way America became the greatest,
healthiest Nation in the world. American business has
reached its present stature because it believes in giving
the customer his money's worth.
Through healthy competition, and the will to
serve, American medicine has created the finest
system of medical care in the world.
Through ingenuity and free enterprise, American
citizens have higher incomes, better education, better
health and more freedom than citizens of any other great
Nation on earth.

Fulton Bank
SAFETY

—

SERVICE

—

COMPETE AND SERVE YOU BETTER
We all know that in times of emergency,temporary controls sometimes becorne necessary
—and are loyally accepted. But State Socialism is not for us!
We don't want Government operation of our
business. We are equally opposed to Government control of medicine or other fields of
private endeavor.
That is why today we salute the doctors
of America, who have proved that Americans will fight just as hard to preserve
freedom at home as they do to protect it
from forces of aggression overseas.

444/0444
Here's a tip our insurance man gave
us. VOLUNTARY HEALTH INSURANCE, prepaying the major costs of
illness for you and your family, can
be bought for about the price of an
apple apiece a day!

SATISFACTION

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
g1
/
41%.*"

AMERICAN FREEDOM HAS LET US BUILD AND

$10,000

MAXIMUM INSURANCE FOR
EACH DEPOSITER

HENRY I. SIEGEL COMPANY
FULTON, KENTUCKY

,ww.IIJM
"E

C

OLUNTARY WAY

151
AINO,

••••••
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A.

poultry. A specialist from Lex- the bean with a brick"
burned. This reduces the fire,
inton gave lot of helpful informaBud; "Well Jedge, he called me hazards, breeding places .for flies
tion to those attending. ,
a bad name".
and rat and mice harborages.
itt and family. •
PALESTINE
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard visited
Judge; "What did he call you"?
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell, ,Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
called me a black ras- Rats and mice may also carry di"He
Bud;
Mn. Leslie Nugent
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and children Sunday night.
seases.
•
cal."
Mr. and Mrs .Clyde• Burnette, visited Mr. and Mrs. Carlos GrisMrs. A. M. Browder and Mrs. Judge: "Well that is nothing for
Stagment pools should be
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hixon and som near Dukedom Sunday.
Bertha Nugent visited Mr. and you to assault him for."
drained or oiled when practical.
daughter of Mayfield and George
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier Mrs. Ernest Bennett near Clinton 'Bud; "Well Jedge sposin he
It only takes a few days for mosEly Burnette left Thursray for and family visited Mr. and Mrs. Sunday
afternoon.#
called you a black rascal".
Dallas, Texas to attend an inter- Thomas Allen and family Sunday
quitos to hatch and develop. They
Harvey Pewitt attended a birthJudge; "But I am not a black
national stock show and will visit afternoon
usually liVes In shady, dark damp
day party Tuesday of Tommie rascal."
Rev. and Mrs. Bob Covington and
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt Harwood on East State Line.
places.
Tneremre, all discarded
family in Fort Worth, Texas.
and Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. Bud;"Well Jedge sposin he callMr. and Mrs. Gussie Biowder, attended a birthday dinner Fri- and Mrs. Richard Pewitt and son ed you the kind of a rascal you is" tin cans should be crushed flat
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley and day night in the home of Mr. and were her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Judge; "COURT ADJOURNED; or have holes puncneu in she bottom so they will not hold water.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts at- Mrs. Lon Brown on Pearl Street. Dewey Nelson and sister, Mrs. Don't come back again, Bud."
tended a singing at Springhill , A crowd of poultry growers met Dean Harwood and children.
- Bill of Harris Fork Low places in.. roof gutters are
ideal places for mosquitos to
Sunday.
at Community Center Tuesday
Mrs. Harold Pewitt and Mrs.
breed. Tall weeds are also breedMrs. Leslie Nugent spent the 1 night and supper was served. Harvey
Pewitt
spent
Tuesday
ing and harboring places for
weekend with Mrs. Harvey Pew- Following were discussions on
afternoon in Mayfield.
them.
Eliminate all places around op411•Or
en premises where flies and mosquitos hatch and breed and you
will go a long way in preventing
National Fire Prevention Week the chances of some of your
friends or neighbors contracting
October Eighth-Fourteenth
malaria or other filth borne diDr. J. F. Harrell, County sease.
Health Officer, urges a general
Cannot have much to say today clean-up as the county's part in
because walking down the High- this National Fife Prevention
Makes
way this AM with my friend Her- Week.
your work
schel, a hit and run guy boosted
Home owners ar.,-1 business lighter
me one, not only wrecked my operators are urged to take part
train of thought but took my left in the movement as most fire hazTHE
trousers leg off. This was bad for ards are also sanitary hazards.
me as I have no insurance that By cleaning the streets, yards and
covers my pants leg.
alleys of rubbish, the conditions IRONER
OVER THE YEARS, behind our counters, we've sold many
1$9.95—
Not being any good at hitch are done away with.
eneethig
kinds of accepted medicines and we've filled thousands of
hiking Herschel volunteered to
Garbage cans, unless tightly
entettmete
prescriptions for people of this community. We've helped
loan me old Elizabeth, his mule, close, are the most favorable
to ride home. So away we went places for flies to breed. All rub- BENNETT ELECTRIC
measure out a lot of medical progress. We've seen new
with my bare leg and shirt tail bish should be picked up and
217 Main
Fulton
treatments and new drugs turn illness into health, despair
flapping with the breeze-no hat
and Elizabeth bouncing me like
into hope.
a rubber doll.
This progress is more than statistics—it's people
This not being bad enough HerAnd the people we know don't want it
schel called everybody on the
until winter's early darkness slips up on you
tampered with!
"grapevine" and told them to take
Free America has no place for a bureaucracy that stands
a gander and see what was headed
CHECK THE WINDOWS IN YOUR HOME,
up the Highway. I attracted more
between people and progress, between doctor and patient,
OFFICE, BUSINESS AND AUTOMOBILE
attention than Governor Clements
between physician and pharmacist.
AND CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE.
party did last week. But I am
glad it didn't happen at that time
Free America Has No place For
so comparisons could be drawn.
I was wishing that I had Happy
Socialized Medicine!
—PHONE 909—
Hogan or Dutch Owens riding beFi•ee Pick-up and Delivery Service
hind me to sorts cover up for me.
But; on second thought. I don't
believe any self respecting mule
, would let either one of those coon
hunters ride her.
My room mate has been anxiStis
to hear our new District Attorney
conduct Court So last nite our
chief of Police pinched a darkey
436 Lake Street
Phone 460
for socking his brother-in-law on
the bean with a brick, and I took
her over for the movie .
Judge; "Court will come to order. We only have one victim today, charge with assualt with a

- BILL IA- 1 Of Harris Fork
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For hospitality...
serve Coca-Cola, the natural
partner of good things to eat

PUBLIC HEALTH I
• TOPICS

ATATENR

Quality Printing, good service: Call 470

along

specialls
part of
ment ex

hut saw
ice.

To be prepared
for hospitality
keep Coke on hand

24

Buy a case or carton

Bottle Case $10°

Plus Deposit—At Your Dealer

o1950. TIN Coro Colo Campfire

•

Let The News do your Printing Job.

brick.!. •
"Bud, why did you hit him on

'CLEMENTS
RECORD
SPEAKS!

Bui
ck!
BeetBug
bold bonnet that stretches
out before your eyes on a 1950
Buick isn't there just for show.

PTIHAT

VICTORY IS A HABIT WITH EARLE CLEMENTS
During his public service, Governor
Clements has succeeded at all levels of
government—Local, State and National.
His broad experiences fit him for broader
i service. These are grave times in our
Nation. The next few years may determine the very existence of our form of
government. We need Earle Clements'
business - like, competent, conscientious
ability in the National Administration.

Earle Clements' outstanding record of
service qualifies him unquestionably for.
the United States Senate. He has served
the farmer, veteran, businessman, laboring
man ... all people ... devotedly. He
has 'put the government of Kentucky on a
sound business basis. His record is public.!
And the public record of Earle Clements
. . farmer, veteran, businessman, public:
servant speaks louder than any man.

PERFORMANCE • RELIABILITY • SERVICE
For United States Senator

VOTE

FOR

CLEMENTS

Lift it up, and you'll find that the
space beneath is abundantly occupied, by one of the biggest hoodfuls of power you'll find in any
motorcar.
What you're looking at is Buick's
modern version of the high-compression valve-in -head engine,
which gains extra wallop from the
fact that it uses the exclusive Fireball combustion principle.
We could list a lot of mechanical
reasons why fuel gives up extra
power in a Fireball engine—how
it's wrapped in a swirling, ballshaped charge—how it burns with
a smooth, clean thrust that
delivers maximum action.

But the best way to find otifwhat
all this means is to touch off the
eager horsepower out onaie high-way by a gentle nudge of Your toe
—and feel your shoulders press
deep in the cushions behind them.
Now all this sounds thrilling,
you say, but how about the feedbills for all these horses? flow
about miles-per-gallon?
The practical answer to that one
is found in this year's experience
with the SUPER and SPECIAL—and
even the ROADMASTER.
In all three, the horsepower was
stepped up at the start of the year
—and in all three, happy owners
report the best mileage in modern
Buick -experience.

AND THE STRAIGHT DEMOCRATIC TICKET

COUNTY DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE

So we say again—if you're looking
for power—mighty power—buoyant power—silken power— thrifty
power—better buy Buick.
Your Buick dealer is eager for the
chance to demonstrate how sound
this hint really is.
DifittsikittbDrivo•
-COMPRESSION

HIGHER
it gotta power in three •ngines.
and with
mod•ls.) • NEW'
rolve-in head
Fir•boll

SUPER

fore-

-GUARD
engine in
(New F.263STYLING, math MULTI
TRAFFIC-HANDY
PATTERN
•
roper•through lerid•rs easier porking and
for
front,
over-all length rodius • EXTRA-WIDE
SIZE, Nee
turning
SUCK
axles e SOFT
garaging, short
between dm

Saf•ty-Rid• rims,

SEATS cradled -coil Winging,
torqu••tubsi
RIDE, from elltires. ride-steadying
low•pressur•
optional at issita
STER,
PMA
*Standard on ROA SPECIAL models.
tir'PER and
eost on

rune In HENRY I. TAYLOR, ARC Network every Monday

General Election Tuesday, November 7

This is due to a little-known but
authentic engineering fact—which
is that an engine burns less gas
when it doesn't have to labor. At
any normal driving speed, therefore, extra power is extra thrifty.

OalrBt/legbas
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IPYRIP KEY /0 &PATH! VALUE

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANv
224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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As Sheriff, County Clerk, County Judge, State Senator,
Congressman
ond Governor, Earle C. Clements has achieved a political record
.. .
o record of faithful public service . . . unexcelled in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. AND NEVER ONCE HAS HE BEEN REPUDIATED
ON THAT RECORD. That record stands today in the unblemished
faith
of the people of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Because Earle
Clements
never has failed the people who have elected him to any office
of
trust. For almost thirty years, Earle Clements has given devoted,
conI scientious, capable public service to Kentucky.
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"40 Years In Fulton"
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TRUMAN SIGNS BILL "FORCING"
DOCTORS, DENTISTS TO VOLUNTEER

inches beneath the surface of the
ground in heavy soil, or three
inches in light soil. Space them
two and
one-half to three'and
one-half feet apart
If the peonies are planted in a
fairly good soil there is no need
to add plant food until next
spring.

root clumps with plenty of sand
around them and pack close together in a box.
Twenty-seven calves, the largest number in four years, are being fed by 4-H'ers in Scott county for the Lbuisville Fat Cattle
Show and Sale.

President Truman has signed a called
up as needed.
bill designed to put pressure on
The number
government-trained medical men vists affected of dental reserwas not available.
to volunteer for military service
GARDEN ADVICE
or face induction as privates.
NERVES IN FAR EAST
In
Octobe
r—Dig and Store.
would
permit the drafting of
It
DAHLIA tops should be cut Dr. H.W.Conna
doctors, dentists, osteopaths, opWord has been
received by
ughton
tometrists,
thoroughly
veteriparians
and Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Coffman that off, roots dug and
dried
and
stored
pharmacologists
their
—not
son, Cpl. Elwyn
later than
who have not
Veterinary Service
Maurice
reached their 51st birthdays and Coffman, Jr., who is now serving the end of the month.
as Engine Specialist fog. B-29
who are not in the reserves.
Phone 807-R
GLADIOLUS — Cut and burn
They would be drafted as pri- Bombers in the Far East, has the tops. Dry the corms in
the
or Call 70
Sergeant in sunshine; then store.
vates if they came into service been promoted to
Graduate Veterinarian
of work well done
TUBEROUS BEGONIAS —Dig I
by that route, and would not get recognition
and dry thoroughly. After the
the $100 monthly bonus pay now toward the war effort.
I Located on martin-Fulton
provided for medical volunteers.
his friends should care to tops fall off, clean the
tubers,'
Highway.
The new law sets no deadline write him this is his new address: then pack in sand.
CANNA
on when a medico not in the re- Sgt. Elwyn Maurice Coffmaq, Jr.
LILIES — Take up
serves could enroll and escape A. F. 14-324-236, 28th
Bomber
Bomber Wing;
the draft. As a reserve, he would Squadron: 19th
he subject to call to active duty A. P 0. 239-1; c-o Postmaster,
San Francisco, Calif.
but at commissioned
rank and
higher pay.
PLANTING BULBS,PEONIES
Main objectives of the bill is to
put into uniform an
estimated Anytime now before the ground
5.600 doctors and 3,000 dentists,'freezes is bulb planting time.
along with a lesser number of Daffodils, jonquils, tulips, hyac408 EDDINGS STREET
specialists, who received all or inths, nareissus, and lilies may all
part of their training at govern- be put out or transplanted during
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
ment expense during the last war this period. Your overgrown
but saw little or no military serv- • peony clumps should be dug and
ice.
separated too.
Those who don't volunteer and i Separate your peony roots .so
are drafted would be inducted in: there are at least three to five
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
eyes or buds to each
division.
this order:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
Set them so that the eyes at the
First: Former students who re- I top of the
root are about two
ceived all or part of their medical training at government expense but served less than
90
days in the last war.
Second: Those in the same1
group who served more than 90
days but less than 21 months in
the last war.
.
Third: Those
who .receivod
their training at other than goyc:nment expense but have never
Good friends will perk up
:-erved in the armed forces or in
the public health service.
their ears when you say,
Fourth: Those who were pri"have some Bond & Lillard!"
vately trained and have a miliEnjoy this companionable
tary service record; they would
Kentucky whiskey tonight!
to called generally on the basis
Uniformly fine since 1869.
..f how much
military service
they have had, those with
less
service going first.
Reserve
physicians and dentsists who have been,trained
at
government
expense but have
never
practiced in the armed
services will be the first reservists in their professions to be ordered to active duty.
Defense Department officials,
announcing this today, said the
Army has 38 medical corps resKENTUCKY
ervists in this category and the
WHISKEY
Navy has 1,429.
—A BLEND
They added that the Army's 38
fn1
will receive orders to active duty
86 PROOF
next
Monday or Tuesday and
that the.reserve Navy medics
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, r4. Y. • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
without prior service will be

" WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME

Phone

e $113°
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Over 2,000,000 truck users cant be wrong with

and

Save On Our Reduced Prices
Get Ready for Colder Days Ahead!

STOVES,- HEATERS
PRICED RIGHT—MADE RIGHT—GIVE 'RIGHT'SERVICE!
"SURE-0 HEAT" ONE ROOM OIL HEATERS
Reg. $42.50 and advancing becau
se of
current metal shortages, this week only:

$39.95

"SAVOIL" PORTABLE 2-BURNER HEATERS
Req. $36.95 and going higher on

the
advancing fall market; this week only:

$29.95

2-EYE LAUNDRY-TYPE HEATERS
Regularly priced at $10.95; our special
price this week only:

$9.95

4-EYE LAUNDRY-TYPE COAL HEATERS
Regularly priced at $19.95; our
special price this week only:

$17.95

LIQUIDATING STOCKS! FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVED!

ELECTRIC HEATERS, 1-3 OFF
ARVIN, portable, radiant-type; entirely
-enclo
1300 watts; Regular price $11.95: only sed for safety.
two left!
"KORD" portable, radiant type; extra-large
size with nice-looking. enclosed case for safety; Reg. price $18.50;
only three left
"TEPFER" portable, radiant-type corner
heate
corner or small, crowded room because it r; fine for bathroom
stands on-end: 1250
watts; Regular $13.95; only three left!
"RAINMASTER" portable, radiant-type;
all-aluminum case. Regular
$8.50: only six left!

STBVE =BURIES
- We Have 'em! PIPES
POKERS

DAMPERS

SCUTTLES
SHOVELS
DRAFT REGULATORS
ELBOWS REDUCERS VENTILAT
ORS etc.

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
1. Goodnight Irene
2. Mona Lisa
3. Play a simple Melody
4. Sam's Song
5 All My Love
6 lionaparCe Retreat
7 Can Anyone Explain
8 La Vie En Rose
9 Tzona, Tzona, Trona
10 Harbor Lights

ALL 10 and 12-INCH

PHONOGRAPH
RECORD
ALBUMS
ONE THIRD OFF
LIST PRICE

24 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES.
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

Registrations Show More Than 2,000,000 Chevrolet
Trucks Now on the Road ...More Than Any Other Make!
Today over 2,000,000 truck operators are
getting the benefits of the world's most
popular engine In the world's most popular
truck. For the last eight consecutive truck
production years, Chevrolet trucks have led
In demand and sales ... are for ahead
this year. Cense in--let us give you the fads.

•istin dem' e
histin va
f•stin

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE- Co.
Phone 100

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET

PlIONI: 15

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New location .. • . 217 East Fourth Street I
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CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY-SELL--LIRE-RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, road each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
2c
1
Each Succeeding Insertion I/
per word.

Billy C.Try

too far from home by goine to
Memphis to live. Among these
Jeweler
names were those of Mrs. Ethel
Curtin, A. J. Damron and Henry
Watch and clock repairing
Forrest.
Prompt service
Others went farther south to
All work guaranteed
Vicksburg, like the W. H. McPhone 455
Gees. Mr. McGee and his lovely
113 Washington Street
wife, the former Helen Bennett.
Across from the telephone office will never lose touch with Fulton, as they are a two-man reception committee for any group
fo Fultonians who pass through
Keep your eyes on
their interesting city.

O. K.
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR CO.
Fulton, Ky.

We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

• For Sale
FRE-CHRISTMAS

on
SALE:
Hallmark Boxed cards, either
imprinted or plain. Also cellopack Christmas cards, 29. Buy
them early at Scott's Floral
Shoppe.

BALDWIN PIANOS
The choice of the world's great
pianists

Feezle Piano Sales
622 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky

BARGAINS IN real estate. I have
plenty of nice homes for sale RADIATORS REPAIRED
on
in town, and a good selection of
Cars, Trucks and Tractors. We
W.
Chdrles
times.
farms at all
use
genuine "Lake" cores.
Burrow.
Pierce Walker Garage, Beelerton. Phone Fulton 1224-J-3.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service.
5.00 PER WEEK
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE: Golden delicious
apples. $2.00 per bushel. 1-4
mile south Mt. Moriah Church.
Blue Wing Orchard. B. 0.
Finch, proprietor.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONORECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE: Six nice Berkshire
Guilts ready to breed. Also
some good Jap hay. W. H. Roper, Fulton, Ky. Phone 912-W.
BEST BUYS
in new and used furniture
and appliances.
McDADE'S
USED FURNITURE STORE
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
Phone 908
216 Church St.

204 Plain

Phone 55

The Finest Cleaning
at
THE LOWEST PRICE
Phone 130
0. K.LAUNDRY &
Sanitone Cleaners
Phone 470 for Job Printin

Forrester's Shoe Shop
201 Main Street

FREE
eyorteemxideni
cvJET
-TOWER

HOSE 98e
EXCITING NEW
SHOES BY
TRIM-TRED
Jo

rti
an
dr

Jo.

Cl
Soft, black suede; high or low
heel.

$7.95

PADUC A.H,

culta TIFFANY DRESSES

$6.95

Easy-to-wear classic in
crease-resistant rayon gabardine. Red, biege, cobra
rust; sizes 12-20 . . .

sta
in
an,

SRI

ever-popular

$9.95

.tbric. IVines. Greys, Browns.

DISHWASHER

KENTUCKY

ja,.,

•f.:14;•

THAT COMPLETELY MODERNIZES
DISHWASHINGI

• Services
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisher. Fulton Paint Al
Glass Company, 210 Church
Street, Phone 909.

$19.98 to $24.98
Handbags

Sweaters

All colors and
fabrics.

All-Wool matched-twin sets:
short sleeves .

ATTENTION FARMERS: Keen,
sharp disc harrows will make
a seed bed for
sowing your
wheat. I have the only modern
disc grinder in this community,
and will grind your discs for
35c each, up to 18". (20", 50c)
Disc plow blades, $1.50 each.
One-way plow
blades, $1.50
located in Lairdeach. I am
Gossum Welding shop on Lake
phone 691.
Street extended;
day, or 678, night. Leonard Holland.
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WELLS DRILLFD: Pumps installed. parks Drilling Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin High.
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.

vctetti,e youngt

REGULAR LODGE MEETING
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure tr
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
212 Church Street, Fulton.
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DESTROY TEttairt ES. Free inprice
Reasonable
spection.
McKinney, Mayfield
Frank
Ky. P. ). Box 471, Phone
• 53004.

CHILDREN LOVE
MS WORKING MODEL
OF THE JET-TOWER DISHWASHER

- •
AY
e

al

•••

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Fulton

11 in Memphis. You need not be present to win.
a'reliminary drawing October 14 in our store. Prize drawing October

$3.98

Long sleeve cardigan

$5.98

SHORT sleeves, Dupont ny-

Color./

lon; every color in the rain-

98c to $1.49

Soft black or bra t,ri suede

$8.95

$3.98

bow

SHORT sleeves, all wool,

sn
in
WI
pl
ti

all colors $1.98, $2.98, $3.98
LONG sleeves, alli'Joel
cardigan, all colors

SEE ha automatic dishwashing
will become as much a matterof-course as using a vacuum
cleaner or washing machine!

•

Walnut Street

Gloves
SONIC cloth, Lill

SEE the JET-TOWER wash
dishes spotlessly clean in just a
few minutes.

See a dishwwl.ing demonstration you'll never forget! You
may win a wonderful JetTower Dishwasher- FREE! s
,
-of a "Jet-Tower Junior"
for the children!
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$2.98, $3.98

COME TO
OUR 'GOOD NEWS"
OPEN HOUSE

f •
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OTHER DRESSES in Gabardine, suede cloth, corduroy,
Jersey, Faille, Crepe and Frost-Point; sizes 12-20 and
$7.18 to $12.98
121.1 to RR!:

Smart new fall tailoring in this

,

tho
nu
"B

Soft, black suede, heel latch arch

Polished green leather,

.
!Air
vitt
st 1*
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"Blue Ridge" Nylons (By
Clathemeri (Irregulars); 15
denier, 51 gauge; FRI-SATMON ONLY!

•

FEEZLE PIANO SALES

4Across from Bennett
Drug Store)

th
Tailored and lace-trim
styles by "Banner Girl"; in
crepe or satin. White or
tearose; 5i7.e5 32-44. FRIsAT-MON ONLY!

Gabardine Suits

OPEN HOUSE
•
YOU MAY WIN A

la:

3-Day Special

COME TO OUR 600D NEW .

STEINWAY, KNABE, STORY
and CLARK, LESTER, WLTRLITZER, WINTER, and many others.
Save 35%. All were taken in
trade on new BALDWIN pianos.

Fulton

SLIPS $1.98

Fulton, Kentucky

- -

USED SPINET PIANOS

ill Mabi St.

$29.98

Before ine, a notary public in
and for The State and County
aforesaid, personally atipeared
R. Paul Wettpheling, who having been duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he is
the publisher of The Newws and
that the following is to the best
of bis knowledge and belief, a
true statement"'of ownership,
management of the aforesaid
publicatios for the date shown
in the above caption required by
the Act of August 24, 1912 as
amended by the Act of March 3,
1933, and July 2, 1946 embodied
in section 537 Postal Laws and
Regulations.
1. That R. Paul Westpheling is
publisher and Johanna Westphelin owner.
That known bondholders mortgages and other security holders
owning or holdng 1 per cent or
more of total amount of bonds
mortgages or other securities
are:
J. Paul Bushart,
Baton
Rouge, La.
That the average number of
copies of each issue of this publication sold
or
distributed
through the mails or otherwise
to paid subscribers during the
twelve months proceeding the
date shown above is 2256.
R. Paul Westpheling,
Publisher
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 4th day of October,
1950.
J. E. FALL, Sr.

We have the shoe for you, from cheap to best.
Both men's and boy's.

FOR SALE: Massey-Harris combine, with motor, n good shape.
Can be seen at Smith Motor
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Willie Hurt, owner, Route One,
Union City

Eyesight Specialist

3-Day Special

Belted for sports; loose tor
dress! Wine, grey, brown,
green. Plain lined or zipout.
OTHER COATS in gabardine, camel hair and suede
519.98 to 534.50
cloth; plain and zip-out linings

I STATEMENT of the ownership
imanagement, circulation, etc.,required by the Act of Congress of
August 24, 1912, as amended by
the acts of March 3, 1933, and
July 2, 1946.

WHAT PRICE DO YOU WANT TO PAY!

FOR SALE: One Chevrolet car.
Beach cirOne large Bridge
culating heater, burns either
coal or wood. One battery Philco radio in good condition Miss
Mattie
Vincent, Route 3, Fulton, Ky.

'I.W.TOSH

ALL-WOOL GABARDINE COATS

I

IF YOU WANT TO PAY $3.95 for a pair of
work shoes, we have them. If you want to pay
$12.50, we have those, too .. . and lot in between.
IF YOU WANT TO PAY $5.00 for dress
shoes, we have them... on up to $15.00. In
other words,

BEAUTIFUL LONG Philodendrons, Ivy vines and other green
plants. Also a nice assortment
of blooming pot plants at
Scott's Floral Shoppe.

BROADWAY

ROBERTS
STORE

Earle Hotel)

FOR SALE: Vigo Seed Wheat.
C. P. Freeman, Phone 145, Fulton.

622

•

Ammo..

Mary-Nelle

$3.98. $1.98, $5.98

CORDUROY SPORTSWEAR

Ni

Black suede; high or low heel.

JACKETS: (lined and unlined) In gold, tan, copper. beige,
$9.98 to 512.98
green and wine

$8.95

SKIRTS: Big pockets; belted styles, all the above colors ..
$4.98 to $7.98
WESKITS: fancy buttons; two pockets; all above colors

M,
WI
CO
WI
in

$2.29

SUITS AND CORDUROY DRESSES: All above colors
$9.98 to $12.98

Roberts Store
422 LAKE STREET

FULTON
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Polished leathati in black or
hrowt.

$6.95

